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PREFACE 
A glimpse of the q-analogues of the various orthogonal 
polynomials reveals the fact that the orthogonal q-polynomials which 
drew much attention during the last few decades are q-Laguerre, 
q-Hermite, q-Bessel, q-Jacobl and q-Ultraspherical polynomials. 
Scattered results on q-Laguerre polynomials, biorthogonal 
polynomials and biorthogonal polynomials suggested by the q-Laguerre 
polynomials necessitate a unified study of these polynomials. With this 
in view the present dissertation embodies the results given from time 
to time by different authors. Attempt has been made to arrange and 
present the said work in a systematic form so that it may form a basis 
for further research in this direction. 
The dissertation comprises five chapters. The 1st Chapter covers 
a comprehensive account of the historical origin of the various q-poly-
nomials. This account of the development of the subject has been given 
with a view to provide a base for further development of the subject. 
In the II Chapter, generating functions, Rodrigues types of nth 
q-differential formulae, recurrence relations, orthogonality, expansion 
of polynomials and characterizations of q-Laguerre polynomials have 
been given. 
Ilird Chapter is continued study of q-Laguerre polynomials and 
gives a survey of some basic properties of the roots of q-Laguerre 
polynomials, the q-difference equations satisfied by them and the 
limiting functions and the extreme measures. 
- i v -
In the IVth Chapter a survey has been made of blorthogonal 
polynomials and a particular pair of blorthogonal polynomials suggested 
by q-Laguerre polynomials have been given in detail. 
In the fifth and final Chapter an application of q-Laguerre 
polynomials In a discrete analogue of Bernoulli's problem of the free 
vibrations of a lump-loaded chain has been given. 
In the end a list of writings and original papers on the subject 
matter of this dissertation have been provided. 
CHAPTER I 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN q-POLYNOMIALS 
1 . INTRODUCTION 
The p r e s e n t chap t e r g ive s a b r i e f account of some of 
the e a r l i e r and r e c e n t r e s e a r c h e s done in the f i e l d of q-
po lynomia l s , b i o r t h o g o n a l polynomials and b i o r t h o g o n a l q-
po lynomia l s . The study of q-rpolynomials i s p a r t i c u l a r l y 
e s s e n t i a l as these c o n s t i t u t e an impor tan t c l a s s of q-Hyper-
geomet r ic F u n c t i o n s . As e a r l y as 1905, Jackson [93 ] s tud ied 
q-Legendre and q-Bess le F u n c t i o n s . Viigert [172] in 1923 and 
Szego [169] in 1926 gave polynomials H (x ,q ) and G (x ,q ) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y which were found to be e s s e n t i a l l y connected with 
each o t h e r . In f a c t 
G^(x,q) = H ^ ( x , 1 ) . 
In 1944, Jackson [95 ] i n t roduced q-ana logues of 
Laguer re polynomials and Hahn [81] in 1949, gave a f resh 
impetus to the s tudy of q -po lynomia l s . 
During 1956 to 1958 the polynomials of Wigert [ l 72 ] ^nd 
Szego [169] were s t u d i e d as polynomials r e l a t e d to t h e t a 
f u n c t i o n s by C a r l i t z [ 40-42 ] and Al-Salam and C a r l i t z [ 8 ] 
and extended them to more gene ra l q-polynomials ( c f . Al-Salam 
[ 5 ] and C a r l i t z [ 4 3 , 4 6 ] ) . 
2 : 
In 1965, Abdi [ l ] defined the basic analogue of the 
Bessel polynomials and Al-3alam and Ca r l i t z [ 9 ] studied some 
orthogonal q-polynomials. Later in 1957, Al-Salam [ 6 ] made 
a study of q-Appell Polynomials and Ca r l i t z [ 49 ] in 1972, 
obtained generat ing functions for ce r t a in q-orthogonal polyno-
mia l s . 
Since 1977, we have seen tremendous and renewed i n t e r e s t 
in orthogonal q-polynomials both new and old. In pa r t i cu l a r 
the year 1977 saw the s tudies of q-Laguerre polynomials by 
Exton [67 ,68 ] , q-Jacobi polynomials by Al-Salam and Ismail 
[ 11 ] and the role of q-orthogonal polynomials in Higher Combi-
na tor ics by Andrews and Askey [21]• Later in 1978, Dunkl [62 ] 
obtained an addi t ion theorem for some q-Hahn Polynomials and 
in 1979, Anderson, Milton and Dehesa [16] made a study on a 
general system of orthogonal q-polynomials. 
In 1980, Allaway [4 ] , Bressoud [37] and Exton [69 ] 
inves t iga ted and studied q-Hermite polynomials, Askey and Ismail 
[ 24 ] rediscovered the Rogers q -u l t r a sphe r i ca l polynomials, 
Dunkl [ ^ 3 ] obtained orthogonal polynomials in two var iables of 
q-Hahn and q-Jacobi type and Santon [ 166] made a study of some 
q-Krawtchouk polynomials on Chevalley Groups. 
In 1981, s tud ies were made of q -u l t r a sphe r i ca l polynomials 
by Bressoud [38 ] , q-Laguerre polynomials by Cigler [59] and 
Moak [120] , basic Bessel functions and polynomials by Ismail [89] 
: 3 : 
and q-Krawtchouk polynomials by Stanton L ^^ "^ 1 • The basic 
analogues of Bessel polynomials and i t s genera l iza t ion found by 
Ismail [89] are d i f f e r en t from the one obtained by Abdi [ 1 J. 
In f a c t , I s m a i l ' s q-Bessel polynomials are orthogonal , contrary 
to Abdi 's polynomials, on the uni t c i r c l e and a r i se from the 
basic Bessel funct ions in the same way the Bessel polynomials 
and the i r gene ra l i za t ion a r i se from the ordinary Bessel 
func t ions . 1982 was the year of inves t iga t ions of the asso-
c ia t ed u l t r a s p h e r i c a l polynomials and the i r q-analogues by 
Bustoz and Ismail [ 3 9 ] , the zeros of Basic Bessel Functions, 
the Functions 1., ( x ) , and Associated Orthogonal Polynomials 
by Ismail [90j , asymptotic and generating r e l a t i o n s for the 
q-Jacobi and A)^ polynomials by Ismail and Wilson [92] , some 
cha rac te r i za t ions of Appell and q-Appell Polynomials by 
Srivastava [159] and cer ta in q-Polynomials expansions for 
functions of several va r iab les by Srivastava [160] . 
in 1983, Al-Salam and Ismail [12] observed t h a t the 
q-Krawtchouk, the q-Meixner and the q-Laguerre polynomial sets 
are a l l of the form \F^ (q"x ) l which are orthogonal although 
the polynomial s e t s ^Fn^'^^l ^^- " ° ^ themselves orthogonal . 
Besides, Ai-Salam and Verma [14] inves t iga ted q-Konhauser 
polynomials and Khan [l06,to7j s tudied q-Laguerre polynomials a t 
l eng th . Later in 1987, Khan [108J obtained q-analogues of 
c e r t a in operationalformulae concerning q-Laguerre polynomials. 
As recent as in 1990, Koornwinder [112j studied Jacobi Functions 
as Limit Cases of q-Ul t raspher ica l Polynomials. 
• A • 
2 . DEFINITIONS AMD NOTATIONS 
For |q l < 1, l e t 
[ a ] = ( l - q « ) / ( l - q ) (2 .1 ) 
[ a ] ^ ^ q E [ a J ^ = [ a j [ a + l ] [ < x + n - l j ; [ a j ^ = l , - ( 2 . 2 ) 
t - ] l ^ U ] , , q (2.3) 
( q ^ ) , - ( a ) ^ ^ q = (l-q«) d V ) d -q"""" ' ) ; ( q % = 1 
(2 .4 ) 
( q " ) - n = q"^""'^-^"^/^ ( - l ) " / ( q ^ " ° ^ ) ^ (2 .6 ) 
( . " ) ^ 2 = ( ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ) n , q ( - ^ ^ ' ) n , q (^•^) 
(q° ')2n,q = (^"^ 2 (^^^°') 2 (2-8) 
^ n ,q n ,q 
( 2 . 9 ) 
A g e n e r a l i z e d q-Hypergeometric func t ion i s then 
def ined as 
: 5 : 
(q) ^ ,(q) 
(^t)3 [(ap;(bp;z]=:^(l)^ 
(a^); z 
(b^); 
((a )) z 
^ ^  r'' n,q 
n 
oo 
(2.10) 
where q is called the base of the ^(^^-function. When 
iq| < 1, the infinite series (2.10) is absolutely convergent 
for |zl < 1. 
The y.^ -function yields as very special cases the 
Weierstrass's and Jacobi's elliptic functions and reduces to 
an ordinary hypergeometric function F as q > 1. 
Usually in the definition of (2.10), z is not a 
function of n, we may, however, take z to be a function of 
n also. As for instance a series of the type 
(2.11) 
is denoted by (t) 
' r^  s 
(q) (a^) \ z 
iiK) ; >J 
or simply by 
(q) 
r^s (^'>) 
The q-analogues of a binomial product, exponential 
function, Sin x, Cos x, gamma function and Bessel function are 
given below: 
: 6 : 
Basic bionomial 
n 
oo I l - ( y / x ) q (x -y) = x"^ % -—; (2 .12) 
n=0 L l-(y/x)q'='-'" ' 
Basic exponentials 
00 - 1 oo X 
e (x) = n [l-xq"] = Z (2.13) 
^ n=0 r=0 (q) r 
f ,.i r(r-l)/2 (-1) q ' ' _ 
E„(x) = (1-x) = E x"" (2.14) 
^ " r=0 (q)^ 
Basic trigonometric functions 
2r+l 
r ^ 
sin^ x = ^ [e„(ix) - e„(-ix)] = Z (-1) 
2r+l ^ 2^ ^ ^ " r=0 (q), 
(2.15) 
2r 
1 ~ r '^  
cos x =^[e(ix) + e (-ix)]= E (-1) ...(2.16) 
^ ^ ^ r=0 (q)2^ 
..r(2r+l) 
Sin X = - ^ [E (ix) - E (-ix)] = E (-1) 
2^r+l 
q zi — q -q^-^^^J " ^, -^•^ '^' 7"; ^ ""^ 
^ "^  "^  r=0 (q). 
(2.17) 
^ r(2r-l) 
Cos X = 1 [E„(ix) + E„(-ix)J = E (-1) — x^^ 
^ ^ ^ r=0 (q)2^ 
,1 (2.18) 
where x < 1. 
• 7 • 
Basic gamma function 
a-1 
n(x) = (l-q)^_3^/(l-q) . {a ^ Oy -1, -2, ) 
(2.19) 
Basic Bessel functions 
a 
J„(x) = - ^ (|) o(l)i 
q a (q) 
a 
2 a+1/4 
1+a . 2 
q » q _l 
(2.20) 
qV^) 1 T^7 a (i) 
a 
0^} 1+a 
-x^/A* 
(2.21) 
In o rde r to fo rmula te q - a d d i t i o n theorem, we a l s o need 
to de f ine the fo l lowing n o t a t i o n s ( s e e Hahn [ 82 J ) : 
Le t 
f ( x ) = E a x' 
r=0 ^ 
( 2 . 2 2 ) 
be a power s e r i e s in x. Then 
f ( [ x - y ] ) = E a ( x - y ) ^ 
r=0 ^ ^ ( 2 . 2 3 ) 
and 
f(-: ) = E a 
[ x - y ] r O ^ (x-y) ( 2 . 2 4 ) 
: 8 : 
S t i l l another q-concept of importance i s t ha t of 
q - i n t e g r a t i o n . Jackson [ 94a J in 1910 f i r s t introduced th i s 
concept as the inverse operator of the q-difference operator , 
v i z . , 
f(x) - f(xq) 
D^ ^ f ( x ) = D f(x) = . h i 7^  1 . . . (2.25) 
^'"^ ^ ( l - q ) x 
The q-integration operator was denoted by him as 
It is apparent that if f is differentiable then 
lim D„ ^ f(x) =4^ (2.27) 
I t was not u n t i l 1949, tha t an extensive and rigorous 
study of q - in tegra t ion was made by Hahn [ 82 ] and l a t e r in 
1951, by Jackson [ 96j who studied the fundamental proper t ies 
of the inverse operat ion D ^ f(x) and showed tha t , under 
q , X 
c e r t a i n condi t ions , the q- in tegra l tends to the Riemann 
in tegra l as q > 1. 
The d e f i n i t e q - in t eg ra l s are defined by 
/ Dq^^f(x)d(x;q) = f (x ) - f (0 ) . , (2.28) 
9 : 
oo 
/ D„ ^ f ( x ) d ( x ; q ) = f(co)-f(x) (2 .29) 
whence 
b b a 
I =! - I (2.30) 
a 0 0 
Correspondingly, the q-integrals can be defined by 
the relat ions 
/ % ( t ) d ( t i q ) = x(l-q) E q"f(xq") (2.31) 
0 n=0 
/~ f ( t )d ( t ;q ) = x(l-q) = E q "f(xq ") (2.32) 
X n=l 
/ " f ( t ) d ( t ; q ) = (1-q) E q^fCq"^) (2 .33) 
0 n=-« 
and so the convergence of a q - i n t e g r a l i s de termined by the 
convergence of the cor responding q-sum. 
Throughout t h i s t h e s i s a n o t a t i o n of the type 1(2 .3) 
w i l l mean 3rd equa t i on of the 2nd a r t i c l e of 1 s t C h a p t e r . 
Also 1 (2 .3 -5 ) w i l l mean 1 ( 2 , 3 ) , 1 ( 2 . 4 ) and 1 ( 2 . 5 ) . 
3 . q-LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
In 1944, Jackson [95j i n t roduced q-Laguerre polynomials 
: 10 
(a) U) 
L (x) and L (x.l) which were defined by means of the 
q n q n 
following relations: 
(a) 
and 
(q^^-^) 
L„ (x) = q n 
( a ) 
L (x ) q n 
(q ) 
( q ' ^ ^ ) 
( q ) 
n 
1^1 
• - n 
q ; X 
1+a . 
q ; 
c 
1^1 
-n 
1+a . 
u q • ^ 
(3 .1 ) 
. . . ( 3 . 2 ) 
In 1949, Hahn [Si J a l s o d i scovered q-Laguerre polynomials 
whi le g iv ing f r e sh impetus to the study of q-polynomials but he 
s a i d l i t t l e about t h i s p a r t i c u l a r q -po lynomia l . 
Fresh i n t e r e s t in the f i e l d of q-Laguerre polynomials 
was r e v i v e d , in 1977, by Exton L67,68] and Khan L105J. In 1981, 
C i g l e r [ 59 J s t u d i e d q-Laguerre polynomials through ope ra to r 
methods and Moak [ 120] i n v e s t i g a t e d c e r t a i n impor tan t a spec t s 
of q-Laguerre po lynomia l s . 
Chapter I I i s a thorough survey of the r e s e a r c h works 
done by C i g l e r [ 5 9 J , Exton [ 6 7 , 6 8 ] , Khan [105-109] and Moak [120]. 
The chap t e r d e a l s wi th the s t u d i e s of g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n s , 
Rodrigues type fo rmulae , r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n s , o r t h o g o n a l i t y , 
expansion of x" as a s e r i e s of q-Laguerre po lynomia l s , 
r e l a t i o n s between L^«) (x ;q) and L^^+i^fxjq) and c e r t a i n 
c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n s of q-Laguerre polynomials ob ta ined by the 
above mentioned a u t h o r s . 
11 : 
Chapter III is a continued survey of q-Laguerre 
polynomials. The chapter deals with the survey of some basic 
properties of the roots of Lj^ '^^ Cxjq) of Moak [l20 ] , the 
q-difference equations satisfied by LJ^^'^CX) of Cigler [59], 
L[i"^(q»x) of Exton [68] and L^°'^(x;q) and the limiting 
functions and the extreme measures obtained by Moak [l20]. 
4. BIORTHOGONALITY AND q-KONHAUSER POLYNOMIALS 
In 1951, Spencer and Fano [ 152] introduced a particular 
pair of biorthogonal polynomial sets in carrying out calculations 
involving the penetration of gamma rays through matter. They 
utilized the biorthogonality of polynomials in x and polyno-
mials in X with respect to the Weight function x^  e"^, 
where c is a non-negative integer, over the interval (0,»). 
In 1958, Preiser [139 ] determined that only one third-
order differential equation of the type 4(1.1) exists such 
that it has biorthogonal polynomial solutions of degree n in 
x"", and such that the reduced adjoint differential equation 
4(1.2) has biorthogonal solutions of degree n in x, 
n = 0,1,2, A slightly extended version of the work 
of Preiser [ 140 ] was published in 1962. 
Preiser established that 4(1.1) and the reduced adjoint 
differential equation 4(1.2) have biorthogonal polynomial solu-
tions in X and in x"" provided that m = 2 and provided 
that the Weight function p(x) is taken to be of the form 
: 12 
x^  e"^ , c > -1. He solved the differential equations leading 
to the polynomials of Spencer and Fano [ 15 ] in which m = 2, 
and exhibited some properties of the polynomials. He also 
established, for each of the two sets of biorthogonal polynomi-
als, the existence of pure recurrence relations connecting 
four successive polynomials, obtained contiguous relationships 
between the polynomials corresponding to c and c+2 and 
2 
derived a generating function for the polynomials in x . In 
2 
solving the differential equation having the polynomials in x 
as solution Preiser was forced to assume c to be a non-
negative integer. Later, Konhauser [HO] pointed out that 
suitably interpreted, the polynomials could be shown to be 
solution under the weaker restriction c > -1. 
Konhauser ([ill]; see also [ llOj) has considered two 
classes of polynomials Y (xik) and Z "^(xik), where 
vj^ °^ (^x;k) is a polynomial in x, while Z^ '^ (^x;k) is a 
polynomial in x , a > -1 and k = 1,2,3, For k = 1, 
these polynomials reduce to the Laguerre polynomials L^^'[x), 
and their special cases when k = 2 were encountered earlier 
by Spencer and Fano [l52] and were subsequently discussed by 
Preiser [140]. 
The concept of biorthogonality as given by Preiser [140J 
is as follows; 
Two polynomals Z£(x), y^fx™) will be called biortho-
sonal with respect to a Weight function f(x), If they satisfy 
: 13 : 
a scalar product of the form 
(?^£' Vn)' {;ft^^ h^^^ n^^ "^") ^ ^ = (Vn'i'^x) 
= \ Sn t 
where 
^(x) is a Weight function, having as many continuous 
derivatives as the order of the differential equation we 
consider Z^(x) is a polynomial of degree I in x, y^ ( x ) 
is a polynomial of degree n in x'", N^ ^ 0 , is a constant 
of normalization, 'P is an arc or a closed curve in the 
complex plane, 
^n^ 
for n f ^ l 
for n = -t 
and m is an integer 2 ^' 
When m = 1, 2. (x) = y_( x) and we call the polynomials 
"self-orthogonal" or merely orthogonal. 
Definitions 4(2.1-5) were given by Konhauser [ llO] 
while discussing biorthogonal polynomials. He [llOj also 
defined two classes Y^(x;k) and Z^Cx;k), n =0,1, , of 
polynomials of degree n in x and x\ respectively, where 
: 14 
X is real, k is a positive integer and c > -1, such that 
0 for-i =0,1,...., n-1; 
(4.1) 
and 
/ x^e"^ Z^(x;k) x^ dx is 
0 " 
0 for i = 0,1, , n-13 
not 0 for i = n 
(4.2) 
For k = 1, conditions (4.1) and (4.2) reduce to the 
orthogonality requirement satisfied by the generalized Laguerre 
polynomials 
If (4.1) and (4.2) hold, then 
not 0 for i = j; 
and conversely. 
In 1983, Al-Salam and Verma [ 14 ] constructed a pair of 
biorthogonal polynomials suggested by the q-Laguerre polynomials 
which were found to be biorthogonal on (0,<») with respect to a 
continuous or discrete distribution function. For n = 0,1,2,..., 
they defined q-Konhauser polynomials by means of the following 
relations: 
15 : 
^i^'^x.klq) 
r 1+a, I -nk k^  k j (k j+2n+2a+l ) /2 
E yr^ 
/ k k\ 1=0 / k kx , l + t t i 
(q » q )„ -^  (q ;q ) j Lq Jj ,^ 
( 4 . 3 ) 
and 
. (a) 1 n .\-^-^)n , ^^ -rj La.J.^ k. • • M ^ LH J -jVM »*^ ^ n 1 
" LqJ„ r=0 [q ]^ j=0 [ q] 
( 4 . 4 ) 
and proved t h a t 
\^^h ^v\r.\ v ( a ) / Z)^ ^ x , k | q ) Y ^ - ^ x , k | q ) d X L ( a , x ) = K^  Sn„. - - . ( ^ . S ) 
where 
^^ ^nk -nk 
K ^ = ^~ q 
t^^n 
Formulae ( 4 . 3 ) , (4 .4 ) and (4 .5 ) reduce for k = 1 to 
the q-Laguerre polynomials L^°^^xln^ ^nH w 
i-n ^^lq^ and i t s o r t h o g o n a l i t y 
r e l a t i o n . '^  
c h a p t e r IV i s , . . „ . , „ , , , , b i o . t h o , o n a l p o l , „ o . i a l 
encoun te red by Spencer and Fano h s o l and w 
D „ - r , •' ^^^^"^ d i s cus sed bv 
P r e i s e r [ 1 4 0 ] . The c h a p t e r a l«„ = 
v-uapi,er a l s o survevc: +hci ^..u 
"-Lveys the subsequent work; 
: 16 : 
in t h i s d i r e c t i o n by a number of Ma thema t i c i ans . Notable among 
them are the works of Konhauser [llO,Hi]Agarwal and Manocha [ 2 ] , 
Al-Salam and Verma [l3,15] , C a r l i t z [ 4 8 ] , Karande and P a t i l [ 9 9 ] , 
Karande and Thakare [lOQ 10l]Kashyap and Prabhakar [ l 0 4 ] , Madhekar 
and Thakare [ l l 6 ] , P a t i l and Thakare [ 1 2 6 ] , P rabhakar [131 ,132] 
Prabhakar and Kashyap [ 1 3 3 ] , Prabhakar and Tomar [ 1 3 4 - 1 3 8 ] , A.N 
S r i v a s t a v a [153,154], A.N. S r i v a s t a n a and Singh [ 155] and 
H.M. S r i v a s t a v a [ 1 5 6 - 1 5 8 ] . 
In p a r t i c u l a r , t h i s c h a p t e r d e a l s thoroughly the b i o r t h o -
gonal polynomials sugges ted by the q-Laguerre polynomials 
o b t a i n e d by Al-Salam and Verma [ 14 ] . 
5 . APPLICATIONS 
q-Hypergeometr ic f u n c t i o n s enjoy t h e i r a p p l i c a t i o n s in 
P h y s i c s and a l s o in o t h e r f i e l d s . Notable among these are in 
( i ) The f r ee v i b r a t i o n s of a lump-loaded c h a i n , 
( i i ) The hard hexagon model in systems of r i g i d molecu les , 
( i i i ) The number of subspaces in a v e c t o r s p a c e , 
( i v ) Lie Theory of q - D i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s , 
(v) The e l l i p t i c t h e t a f u n c t i o n s , 
( v i ) The v a r i a b l e tempera ture in a wire c a r r y i n g an e l e c t r i c 
c u r r e n t , 
( v i i ) The flow of h e a t in a s p h e r e , 
( v i i i ) An a p p l i c a t i o n to a s t a t i s t i c a l t e s t of f i t , 
( i x ) The a p p l i c a t i o n of t h e t a f u n c t i o n s to the smoothing of 
F o u r i e r s e r i e s . 
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(x) The operat ional treatment of a difference equation, 
(x i ) The t r a n s i e n t response of an unterminated e l e c t r i c cable, 
( x i i ) A s t a t i s t i c a l appl ica t ion of q-Binomial coe f f i c i en t s , 
( x i i i ) The f luc tua t ion spectrum of a non- l inear c i r c u i t model, 
(xiv) An appl ica t ion to non- l inear resonance theory of 
p a r t i c l e s , 
(xv) q-Quant isat ion, 
(xvi) Basic Ci rcu lar functions and the cosmological redshi f t 
For a de t a i l ed discussion one is referred to a book of 
Ex ton [ 72 ] • 
Chapter V discusses the appl ica t ion of q-Laguerre 
polynomials which occur in a d i s c r e t e analogue of Bernou l l i ' s 
problem of the free v ib ra t ions of a lump - loaded chain. 
CHAPTER I I 
q-LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Wiger t [172] in 1923 and Szego [169] in 1926 introduced 
the po lynomia l s : 
H (x) = H ( x , q ) = I ( ) X (1 .1) 
r=0 q 
and 
n n r ( r - n ) 
G^(x) = G^(x,q) = E (^) q x"" (1 .2 ) 
r=0 q 
Much work has s i n c e then been done on these polynomials 
by a number of Ma thema t i c i ans . In p a r t i c u l a r , C a r l i t z [40-45] 
in 1955-1958 has s t u d i e d them as polynomials r e l a t e d to t he t a 
f u n c t i o n s and Al-Salam [ 5 ] in 1957 extended the polynomials 
2 ( 1 . 1 ) and 2 ( 1 . 2 ) t o more genera l q -po lynomia l s . 
In 1944, Jackson [ 95 ] i n t roduced q-analogues of Laguerre 
polynomials and Hahn [ 81 ] in 1949, gave a f r e sh impetus to the 
s tudy of q -po lynomia l s . 
q-Laguerre polynomials were a l s o d i scove red by Hahn [ 8 1 ] 
but he sa id l i t t l e about them. Fresh i n t e r e s t in the f i e l d of 
q-Laguerre polynomials was r ev ived by C i g l e r [59 ] , Exton [67 ,68 
Khan [10^X)9] and Moak [118,130]. 
: 19 : 
In h i s Doc to ra l t h e s i s submi t ted to the U n i v e r s i t y of 
Lucknow in 1977, Khan [105 ] devoted two of i t s Chapters to the 
study of q-Laguerre polynomials wherein he d i scussed them a t 
l e n g t h . In the same year Exton [67,68] pub l i shed two papers on 
q-Laguerre po lynomia l s . 
Moak [118] in 1979 submit ted h i s Ph.D. Thes is on 
q-Gamma Func t ions and q-Laguerre polynomia ls a t the U n i v e r s i t y 
of Wiscons in . In 1981 two papers on q-Laguerre polynomials 
came o u t , one by C i g l e r [59 ] and the o t h e r by Moak [ l 2 o ] . Two 
more paper s on q-Laguerre polynomials were publ i shed by Khan 
[]D6-107] in 1983. L a t e r in 1987 Khan [ l 0 8 ] pub l i shed y e t another 
paper on these p o l y n o m i a l s . 
2 . DEFINITION AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
For n, a non-nega t ive i n t e g e r , two q-analogues of 
Laguer re polynomials (Cf. Jackson [95 ] ) are def ined a s : 
(a ) (q^*") 
T^ n 
n 
1^1 
-n 
1+a 
(2 .1) 
and 
(a) 
L_ (x) 
q n 
(q ) 
T^ n 
n 
A 
- n 
1+a 
From 2 ( 2 . 1 ) and 2 (2 .2 ) i t fo l lows t h a t 
(2 .2 ) 
( a ) K (x^i) = (ci^ -)h r (-x)S^^^-"^ 
'=° ^^ k^ (q)n-k (^'"'), ( 2 .3 ) 
: 20 : 
and 
The following observations are of Khan [106]o 
(i) The q-Laguerre polynomials 2(2.1) and 2(2.2) are 
connected with each other by the following relations: 
na T ^ "'^  \ I ^^\ 1+a+n .v ^ 1 /^  x^ 
(i i) The q-Bessel polynomials J(q;c,n;x) due to Abdi [ l ] 
and the q-Laguerre polynomials L^°''^(x,l) and L^ ^ '^ (x) 
are connected by the following relations: 
T/ \ n, C\ -n(2+a+n) r / 2+a+n/ , , 
J (q;c ,n*,x) = x (q )^ q ^ q n ^"^ ^ ^ ' ^ 
where 1+a = - c - 2 n 
(a) ( - 1 ) " (q^+«)^ qn(3n-M)/2 
L^ ( x , l ) = - - YTa J(q;-a-2n,n;-q2-'''^7x) 
^^ 2^n 
(2.7) 
and 
(a) (ql^a) n(3n.l-2a)/2^ ^ 
p^n (^) = r n ^ ; J(q;-a-2n,n;q/x), p = -
^^ 2^n 
(2.8) 
where the q-Bessel polynomials of Abdi [ 1 ] are defined as 
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vq /r, . . «n _c+n. . „T (2 .9) 
( i i i ) The polynomials H^(x) of Wigert [172] and G^(x) of 
Szego [169] are l i m i t i n g cases of q-Laguerre polynomials 
L^*^'(x) and L^^'^fx.l) r e s p e c t i v e l y and are given by q n q n ' 
the fo l lowing r e l a t i o n s 
a—> - oo ^ q ; ^ 
n 
and 
l im ( q ) ^ qL^° '^ ( -x , l ) = G^(x) (2 .11) 
a—^ oo 
Exton [ 6 7 ] used the n o t a t i o n L!'° ' ' (q;x) for h i s 
q-analogue of the Laguerre polynomials and he def ined them as 
'' n^. i .k(i<"-i) 
It may be remarked that L^"'(q;x) of Exton is essentiall^ 
2(2.1) and is given by the relation 
L^''^q;x) = qL^«) ((l-q)x q"-\ 1) (2A3) 
Moak [120] used the n o t a t i o n L^° ' ' (x;q) f o r q-Lagverre 
po lynomia ls and def ined them a s : 
: 22 : 
L^"^x;q) 
(q^^-'Sq), n (q""), q^a^l-q)^^ (q"^°^-^x)^ 
(q»q) 
n 
„a+l k=0 (q" ^q)j^ (q;q),^ 
(2.14) 
where 
(a;q)^ = (1-a) (1-aq) (l-q""^). 
It may be remarked that 2(2.14) and 2(2.1) are 
connected by the relation 
Li«^x;q) = ^L(°')((l-q)x q"^"-^ ^ ^^  
n 
(2.15) 
From 2 (2 .13 ) and 2(2 .15) i t t u r n s out t h a t L^"^(q-,x) 
of Exton and L^^'Mxjq) of Moak are r e l a t e d by 
L^^^^q-.xq"'-^) = L f ^ « ^ x ; q ) (2.16) 
C i g l e r [ 59 ] d i scovered q-Laguerre polynomials while 
i n v e s t i g a t i n g o p e r a t o r methods for q - i d e n t i t i e s . He used the 
umbral c a l c u l u s of Rota [ 146] to s tudy q-Laguerre polynomials 
which he denoted by L^"^(x) and def ined them as 
n 
L^" ' (x ) n £ 
k=0 
n+a 
n-k 
[n ] l 
[ k ] l 
2 k +ak/ , \ k k q (-1) X (2.17) 
For a = - 1 , he wrote L^( x) = L^"'-'-^(x). 
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One can e a s i l y v e r i f y t h a t the q-Laguerre polynomials 
L^°^7^)of C i g l e r a re connected to theq-Laguer re polynomials 
L^^'^Cqix) of Exton and L^^'^Cxjq) of Moak by means of the 
fo l lowing r e l a t i o n s : 
L ( ^ ) ( X ) [ n ] | Lj^«^q;xql-^°^) (2 .18) 
and 
L ( « ) ( X ) [n] l L^°^^xq2.q) (2 .19) 
Cigler [59 ] also introduced inverse of q-Laguerre 
polynomials denoting them by the symbol £^ (x). He defined 
these polynomials by means of the following relations 
C'(x) = 1 
"~2 
n +an 
n 
E 
k=0 
n+a 
n-k 
M\ ("5') , , .k k 
[ k ] l 
( - 1 ) ' ' x"" (2.20) 
Also fo r a = - 1 , he wrote 
i^{>^) - i^'^hx) = x((D-i) e"^)" x"-^ 
-^ X ( D - l ) ( q D - l ) ( q " - l D-1) x " " ^ . . ( 2.21) 
n -n 
where ( ^ p ) ( x ) = p(qx) and D s t ands for q - d i f f e r e n t i a l 
o p e r a t o r D , x . 
q 
: 25 : 
and 
(q)„ (x t ) " J„(2V7t) E j q t ) t " q " ( " ^ l ) / 2 ^ ( a ) 
a q a 
oo 
q n 
n 
( x ) 
( 3 . 4 ) 
S i m i l a r l y , he o b t a i n e d 
; - x t 
E_(tq) (^1), 
1+a 
L q • q j 
oo 
= E 
n=0 
.n n ( n + l ) / 2 / v 
• ^ - ^ T I — — L ^ ^ ^ x , l ) . . . ( 3 . 5 ) 
and 
% ( t ) 0*1 
•; - x t 
1+a 
q ; q 
n 
= Z 
n=0 (q"-^'*) l+tts q n 
, ( a ) /• l+n \ L: ' ( x q ) ( 3 . 6 ) 
n 
F u r t h e r , f o r an a r b i t r a r y C, Khan [106 ] o b t a i n e d the 
f o l l o w i n g Boas and Buck t y p e g e n e r a t i n g r e l a t i o n s f o r t h e 
p o l y n o m i a l s 2 ( 2 . 1 ) and ( 2 . 2 ) : 
n ^ . I'^ l 
q^ ; - x t / [ l - t q ^ ] 
1+a 2 
q » q 
oo 
^ ^ ' ^ n ' " L ^ ° ' ) ( x q l ^ " 1) / 1+av q'^n ^^^ '^' 
n o (q^^^ ) 
( 3 . 7 ) 
1 A^ 
q^ i - x t / L l - t q " ^ ] 
1+a 
q • 
oo 
i ^ ^ " L^^^^xql^") / l+ax q'-n ^^^ ^ 
n=<D (q-^-^) 
( 3 . 8 ) 
: 26 : 
n ^ . i 0*0 
For c = 1+a, 2 ( 3 . 7 ) and 2 (3 .8 ) reduce to 
_2 n=0 
(3 .9 ) 
and 
n : ^ ^ ^ ^ E^(xW[l-tql+«]) = z^ t" ^ L ( " ) (xql+") (3.10) 
Further, 
n ^ . i^ t^ i 
q"" ; x/[l-(q/t)] 
q'^ °^  ; 
n=0 .^l"'(^.l) 
(3.11) 
c^ .n ( q ^ ) . t 
r r r r i^i^^'' ^''""' ^/t^q/t)]] = E ^ V " L-'(X) ( « ) 
n=0 (q-"""") q n 
' n 
(3.12) 
For c = 1+a, 2 (3 .11) and2(3.12) y i e l d 
1 , °° , 
n=tT,^„ E^(x<,/[M,/t)]) = , t" L ( « ) ( . , X ) (3.,3) 
n=0 
: 27 : 
( 3 . 1 4 ) 
But l e t t i n g c > oo i n 2 ( 3 . 1 1 ) and 2 ( 3 . 1 2 ) , he 
o b t a i n e d 
^ a ^ t ^ 0 ^ 1 
•; x / [ l - ( q / t ) ] 
1+a 
n 
= E 
n=0 (q ) l + a \ q n • - i " ' ( ' ' . l ) . . . (3 .15) 
n 
and 
1+a 
e (t) o(t)J ; q^"°^; x / [ l - ( q / t ) ] ] = E 
n=0 (q ) 
L ^ « ^ x ) q n ' 
n 
( 3 . 1 6 ) 
F u r t h e r , 
/ b—a\ am 
(^ ^m ^ 
(q ) 
m 
2*2 
-m a . 1-b 
q » q f xq 
1+a l + a - b - m 
q , q ; 
E 
n=0 
(q )« (q )r. q 
n ' ^ ' n 
' ^ ' ) n ' ^ ' ' " ' n 
J ( a ) / ^ ^ n ,x ( 3 . 1 7 ) 
: 28 : 
It 
c c -a -b 
q » q 
i 2^2 
'^ , q ' ' •' X 
1+a 1+a+b-c. 
q , q ' q 
(q^)„ (q ' ' )„q n 
(c-;>-b; 
= s 
n n 
n=0 U),W)„ q n ^ ' ' 
(3.18) 
Ivhan [ l06j remarked tha t generating r e l a t i o n s , similar 
to 2(3.17) and 2(3.18) can be wri t ten for ^[^"'^(x) a l s o . 
Exton [67 ] obtained the following generating r e l a t i o n s 
( rt) 
for his q-analogue L^ (q;x) of Laguerre polynomials similar 
to 2(3.1) , 2(3.7) and 2(3.9): 
oo 
E 
n=0 
n ^^'^^ ,n 
Tl^ *"= V^) 0^1 
; -xtd-q""^)' 
1+a ; 
(3.19) 
where Eq(t) = eq((l-q) x) 
(a) 
~ [c]^ L^"^(q;x) ^ ^ , . « [c] (-xt)^ q 
2 D—2 t" = (l-q^t)*" ^' I ^ 
k k(k-l) 
n=0 [1+a] 
n " ^ [1+a], [k]|(l-q^t)^'<) 
(3.20) 
29 : 
If c = 1+a, then i t r educes to 
,Vi"''->*" =71:^1^ V ^ T T ^ ' <3.., 
where E , ( x ) i s the usua l E ( - x ( l - q ) ) . 
q~ 
C i g l e r [ 5 9 ] o b t a i n e d the fo l lowing g e n e r a t i n g func t ion 
fo r h i s q-Laguerre polynomials L^ (x) 
n=0 [ n ] l k=0 [ k] 1 (1 -z ) (1-qz) . . (1 -q ' ' ' ' " z; 
(3 .22) 
from which the fo l lowing s p e c i a l ca ses fo l low: 
2 
L (x) oo , .k k -k ^k ^k 
n=0 [n] I k=0 [ k] I (1 -z ) . . . . ( l - q ' ^ ' ^ z ) 
(3.23) 
and 
» l^^h^) ,n «. L ( x ) ^ 
S "nU + l^ ~^— = ± - ~ E -J3 z" . . ( 3 . 2 4 ) 
n=0 q"^°'+l'> [ n ] | ( l - z / q ) . . . ( l - z / q ° ^ + l n=<3 [ n ] l 
: 30 : 
4 . RODRIGUES' TYPES OF nth g-DIFFERENTIAL FORMULAE 
In h i s paper Khan [ l06J gave the fo l lowing nth 
q - d i f f e r e n t i a l fo rmulae : 
L ( « ) ( l - q ) xq«^" , l ) = J L ! A i : £ l : l l D" [ x " ^ - e ( - x ( l - q ) ) 
q " [n]\ ^ L "• 
(4 .1) 
Aa) ( d - q ) x q ° - " - i ^,^ __ - V U - n ) x ) r , , ^ , 
^ " [ l - ( l - q ) x] [ n ] l ^ ^ ^ J 
(4 .2) 
_(X 2 '^(n- l )+na 
(n^ "^ e „ ( ( l - q ) x ) q r -> 
^L(«)((1-„X) = 3—1-^-2 0^_^ ,^n.„ ^^,^^_^ 
(4 .3 ) 
where p = - . 
q 
These are nth q -d i f f e r e n t i a l formulae for L^"'^  ( (1 -q ) x) 
and may be regarded as q-analogues of R o d r i g u e ' s formula for 
c l a s s i c a l Laguerre po lynomia l s . 
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In fact, lett ing q > 1, 2(4.1) and 2(4.4) both 
reduce to the Rodrigues* formula for the classical Laguerre 
polynomials, Khan [106] gave yet another nth q-differential 
formula for L;°^Mx) given below: q n 
^ n(n~l)+na 
/ \ / ^ \ x" E (-(1-q) x) q lU)r (l"q)x ) ^ 2l_.^ ^ Z J X 
q " [l+x(l-q)/q] [n]\ 
°p,xl><""e^("(^-^)^)j 
o (4.5) 
Cigler [ 59 ] obtained the following Rodrigues type 
formula for his q-Laguerre polynomials L^°'^(x): 
^i''^^^^ =—T-^^ D" x"' e(-.x) x", a > - l . . . . (4 .6) 
x e(-x) 
where e(-x) = e (-x(l-q)) and the operator D is 
q-differential operator D ( ) . 
q, X 
5. RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
Khan [l06] gave the following recurrence relations for 
the q-Laguerre polynomials L^ *^ (^x,l) and L^°^'(x): 
. 
: 32 : 
(q -q ) qL^ ' ( x , i ) 
(l .q-q"^2 . ^a^n+2 . ^^n+3) ^^("{(xq.l) 
-(i-<i"*') All (>«^^l) (5.1) q''n+2 
L^^^x.!) = J(q'"-^ " - q-1 * xq"-l) ^Lt,!' (x/q.l) 
+ (q-q"- ' " ) ^L(,f^ ( x / q 2 , l ) | ( q " - l ) (5 .2 ) 
, L ( " ' ( X , 1 ) = | ( q l - " - q l -« - X) ^ L ( « t l ' ( x , l ) 
- (q ' -" - q^*") <,L(lJ"'{x/q,l) | d-q") (5.3) 
• • • • a * \0 t A J qC'(>'.^)=[qC (''<qa)-,L(-^^x.l)j/q" 
,L(«)(x.^) = ^ ( lV^") , L ( - l ) ( x / q , l ) - ( l - q l « ) , L ( - 1 ) ( X , 1 ) | / , 
(5 .5) 
,L^"'(x,l) = J dV^ ' '^" - xq2^ ") ,L<:-l)(x,l) 
- ' l - " " ' " ' q^iji" (xq.!)] /xq (5.6) 
: 33 : 
* (q^-"- q") , L t ! ) ( x . l ) ] /(q"-l) (5.7) 
• 
" ' l - " ' ° q q ' - n ° ' ' ( X ' l ) =q ' - i ' " ' (=<. l ) - L ( « ) ( x q , l ) (5 .8 ) 
(1 -q ) D^ , L ( « ' ( X , 1 ) = - q l - " - L ( l t " ' ( = c q , l ) (5 .9) 
q 
comparing (5.8) and ( 5 . 9 ) , one gets 
Li^h.,1) = , L ( « ) ( x g , l ) - x g ^ - L ^ ^ ^ ^ x g , ! ) (5.I0) 
Similarly for ^L^^^x) he gave the following recurrence 
r e l a t i o n s : • 
. L ' - ' J C X ) = \ (q2-« . , 2 - - n , , U « _ 2.n ^ 2-2n) ^(a) 
V. ' g n-1^ '^  
. (q^-"-q^-2' ' )^L( .«) (x} / (q2 . ,2 -n , . _ ,^_^^, 
^ ' g n+1 ^ -^  
(5 .12) 
: 34 
L 
q 
+ d-q""-^) qLf,^i^'(x)| Al-q"-^"-^!) (5.13) 
,L^"'(x) = c , ! - L ( - 1 ) ( X ) . L ( - l)(x) (5.14) 
,L<"'(x) =^( l -q-*") , L ( " - 1 ) ( X ) - q l « (1-ql*") q L ( : - l ' ( x ) | / x 
(5.15) 
qL<"'(x) =J(q"*2"-q«*n.x) ^ L ' - I ^ X ) 
. ( q n . q - 2 n - l , ^ ^ U - l ) ( , ) | / , „ . , „ 
x ( l - q ) D ^ , t . ( « ) ( x ) ^ ^ L ' " ) (X) - ^L(«)(xq) (5 .17) 
(l-ci) D, <,L1"'(X) = -q -n ^ L „ ( - l ) ( x ) (5.18) 
Comparing (5 .17) and ( 5 . 1 8 ) , one g e t s 
^ L ( - ' ( X ) = ^ L ( - ' ( x q ) - x q - n ^L^f) (x) (5 .19) 
: 35 : 
Exton [ 67 ] a l s o gave a pure r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n for 
h i s q-Laguerre polynomia ls (2 .12) by us ing the technique of 
S i s t e r Cel ine [142]U I t i s given below: 
[n ] L^^'^lqix) = ^ [ n ] + q [ a + n - l j - q^^^'^^ ^ j LJ^^}( q; x) 
q [ a + n - l ] L^^^ (q jx) (5 .20) 
This e x p r e s s i o n reduces to the wel l known r e c u r r e n c e 
r e l a t i o n for the g e n e r a l i z e d Laguerre polynomial i f q > 1 . 
F u r t h e r , Moak [120] gave the fo l lowing t h r e e term 
r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n s fo r the q-Laguerre polynomials ( 2 . 1 4 ) : 
xL^°=^x;q) = 
t 1 n - l \ (1 -q ) 
(1-q) 
I ( a ) 
2n-a+l ^n+1 ( x ; q ) 
+ 
r d-q") 
( l - q ) q ? n ^ 
(l-q"^°^+l) 
( l - q ) q2"^°^-^l 
L^°^^x;q) 
n-a> d-q"-") 
( l - q ) q 2n-a 
L^^{(x;q), n 2 0 (5.21) 
For q > 1 it reduces to the following three-te rm 
recurrence relation for the ordinary Laguerre polynomials: 
X L^«)(x) = (a) (a) (a) 
- (n+1) O^J^^x) + (2n+a+l) L^ °^ (^x) - (n+a) LJ^^[( x). 
: 36 : 
on C i g l e r [59 ] gave the fo l lowing r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i 
for h i s q-ar)alogue LJ^'*^ (x) of Laguerre po lynomia ls : 
L[^«{(X) = ( ( q + l ) [ n ] + [ a + l ] q ' ^ . q^n+a^^,) L^°^^ ( x ) . q [ n ] [n-fa] L^^}(x) 
(5 .22) 
6. ORTHOGONALITY 
Khan [107] proved that the q-Laguerre polynomials 
L^ °^ (^x) and L^ '^^  (xq'^ ,1) satisfy respectively the following 
three-term recurrence relations: 
,L(«)(X) =^(X<,-" . q"*" + q"*"-! - q".l) ^L'^) ( x) 
+ q^d-q"^"-!) ,Lj,!^(x)J/(q"-l) (6.1) 
and 
^L<«}(xq"^\l) =^(xq2-l . q«-"-l . q"-! . ,.i) ^ L^'^'fcq".!) 
+ q(l-q"-^") ,L(f^(xq"-l,l5|/(q"«-l) (5.2) 
and thereby concluded that the q~Laguerre polynomials L^"^(x) 
ancJ qLf^ " (xq"»l) are Orthogonal. He also pointed out that the 
(o')c V, n =.^ H r (a) q-Laguerre polynomials LJ:^"'''( x , l ) and LJ^^'''( xq") are not 
*-N-K'4*l-»^%/*m-^»^ -^1 
: 37 : 
He also derived the following orthogonality relation 
satisfied by ^^l ^^^ 
*' q n * ' q m 
Jl . m = n 
(q) 
n 
where 'Vl x) i s a s t e p func t ion with jumps 
, ^ ( l + a ) k 1 ,1, (ql+tt) .g___>. a t the p o i n t s x = q^ "^ *^  (k = 0 , l f 2 , ) • 
oo (q) 
(6 .3 ) 
Moak [120] gave the o r t h o g o n a l i t y r e l a t i o n s for the 
q-Laguerre polynomials (2 .14) in the form of the fo l lowing 
theorems: 
THEOREM 1 For a > - 1 
x°^  
/ L^°^^x;q) L^«^(x;q) dx 
0 *" " ( - ( l - q ) x ; q ) ^ 
Ra^l) R-g) (q°^ -^ Sq) 
| l ,(-«) (q;q)^ q" 
n 
, m = n 
(6.4) 
: 38 : 
By normalizing the measure so that the total mass is one, 
he also obtained the following result: 
/ a+l N 
^q *q)n 
m = n, 
= 0, m j^  n 
(6.5) 
Using Ramanujan's sum 
(a;q) j^ k (^^i^^~. ( q / a x ; q ) _ ( q ; q ) _ ( b / a ; q ) 
k=-oo ( b ; q ) . ( x » q ) ^ ( b / a x ; q ) _ ( b ; q ) _ ( q / a ; q ) 
(6 .6) 
Moak [120] ob t a ined y e t another o r t h o g o n a l i t y r e l a t i o n fo r 
(2 .14) given in the form of the fo l lowing theorem: 
THEOREM 2 
ka+k 
E L^ )^ (cqSq) Li^^UqSq) S 
K—~ C - c ( l - q ) q ;q) A 
: 19 : 
/ a+1 \ 
(q ;q)n 
m ;^  n 
q^q;q)n 
= 0, m = n (6.7) 
where 
ka-k 
oo q 
A = E 
k=_oo (-c(l-q) q ;q), 
(-cq«-'^l-q);q)j-l/cq"(l-q);q)^ (q;q), 
(q"•'^ q)co (-q/c(l-q)iq)^ (-c(l-q);q)^ 
Remarks; The sum can be regarded as an integral with respect to 
a discrete measure with mass q °^'" /(-c(l-q)q ;q)^ A at cq . 
The normalization factor A is put in so that the measure has 
total mass one. 
This theorem implies that the moment problem 
^an-i(n-l)(n^3)/2}^^a.l.^^ 
0 " (1-q)" 
n =0,1,2, (6.8) 
has many solutions d'^(x), in other words, the moment probelm 
(6.8) is indeterminate. 
: 40 : 
Without us ing the concept of q - i n t e g r a l s , C i g i e r [ ^9 ] 
app l i ed the te rminology of l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s to show t h a t 
q-Laguerre polynomials L^ (x) (2 .17) are o r thogona l with 
r e s p e c t to a c e r t a i n i n n e r p r o d u c t . For t h i s he denoted the 
l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l by L which i s de f ined by 
L p = p(0) 
He o b t a i n e d the o r t h o g o n a l i t y of L ' ( x ) in the form of 
the fo l lowing theorem: 
THEOREM 3 
For a 2 0» ^^^ sequence of q-Laguerre polynomials 
L^^^^^x) i s o r thogona l wi th r e s p e c t to the inner p roduc t 
where D = D and (£ p) (x) = p ( q x ) . 
In fact, he proved that 
r 1 k,(a)/ X (-1)" [a+k]\ , , 
( F ^ ^ ) ^ ' '^  ^'^  ^  — -TTT LCe-D)-*^ -^  x". 
^^ ^ q(a+l)k+(2) t«^) 
: 41 • 
Therefore, for k < n, the orthogonality relation 
<x'^ , L ^ " M X ) > = 0 is fulfilled. For k = n, it gives 
<x^ L^°'^x)> = 
(-1)" [n]! [a+nj\ 
(a+l)n+n [aj \ 
From these i t follows tha t 
<L^°^^x, L J ^ « ) ( X ) > = 
[ n ] \ [ n ^ a ] i ^ 
For k > n, he de r ived 
< x \ L^«)(x)> = ( - 1 ) " 
( a+ l )k+(2) 
k-n+1 k+1 
[ccJI [ n - k ] l " 
As an a p p l i c a t i o n , C ig l e r [ 59 ] proved t h a t the 
fo l lowing d u p l i c a t i o n formula h o l d s : 
L^^^^hax) 
r '^ 
n "+« 
k^ =0 U"KJ 
[ n ] l 
[ k ] l - ' Pn-k ( 1 ' ^ ) L ( « ) ( X ) 
where Pj^(x,y) = ( x - y ) ( x - q y ) ( x - q " - l y) . 
: 42 : 
Seeing the tremendous and renewed i n t e r e s t in or thogonal 
q-polynomials both new and o l d , p a r t i c u l a r l y among them the 
q-Krawtchouk, the q-Meixner and the q-Laguerre ( o r what 
Chichara [ 5 4 ] c a l l s g e n e r a l i z e d S t i e l t j e s - W i g e r t po lynomia l s ) , 
Al-Salam and I s m a i l [ 1 2 ] , in 1983, observed t h a t these s e t s are 
a l l of the form $ F (q*^ x) j , they are a l l o r thogonal a l though 
the polynomial s e t s SF (x)? are not themselves o r t h o g o n a l . 
They posed a problem t h a t whether t h e r e were o t h e r 
o r thogona l polynomial s e t s (OPS) yP^^^M ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ 
cor responding s e t ^ P (q" x) C i s a l s o an OPS and gave a complete 
answer in the symmetric case o b t a i n i n g a q-analogue of the 
Tchebicheff p o l y n o m i a l s . They gave the fo l lowing c h a r a c t e r i -
z a t i o n theorem fo r a l l symmetric o r thogona l polynomial s e t s 
(OPS) |P^(x)C which have the p rope r ty t h a t S P^l q'^  x)] i s a l so 
an OPS. 
THEOREM 4 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a symmetric 
OPs\p^(x)j to be orthogonal and > P^ ( q" x) C to be also an 
OPS is that)p^(x)j satisfies the recurrence 
Pn^^^ = ^ Pn-l(^) -Xn Pn-2(^) (" > 2) 
(5.9) 
PQ(X) = 1, P^(x) = c X (c ?^  0) 
: 43 : 
O A 
where \ ^ is an arbitrary positive number and X^ = q 
for n 2 3. 
7. EXPANSION OF POLYNOMIALS 
Exton [ 67] gave the following expansion of x as a 
series of basic Laguerre polynomials (2.12): 
. i(n-k) (n-k-l)-n(n-l) 
„ M)^[n]![l.a]^q2 
x" = E -L^°^^x;q) 
k=0 [n-k]) [1+a], 
(7.1) 
8. RELATIONS BETWEEN L^°^^(x;q) and L^ "'"^ ^^  (x ; q) 
n ' ' ^ n 
Moak [120] es tab l i shed the following r e l a t i onsh ips 
between L^°'^x;q) and L^^''^^^ x;q): 
( q ; q ) 
! l : i : ^ L(-^)(x.q) - 1 - 1 ^ : ^ ^ ? ^'(^-'^^ , ( a ) , , 
(8 .1) 
L^«^i^x;q) = Z q^L^°^)(x;q) (8 .2) 
k=0 
n q*^  (qiq) 
^^-y^ ,_^_ , a+i—;— ^\ Mx;q) LJ" My;q) 
k=0 (q'^^-^iq) 
: 44 : 
,, N / a+1 X n+a+1 "-^n+l^^'^^ ^n ^^ '^ '' ^ n ^V'^^^n+l^ ^ '^ ^ J (1-q) (q iq)^ ^  
(8.3) 
L^^'^^^xjq) = q-" [L^«^x;q) - Lj^!{(xvq)] (8.4) 
( 1 - q ) (n^^\. . ( 1 - q ) q L(«+l)(x.a) - - — ~ L^^^^x-q) 
(1-q) '-^  ^""''^ ~ (1-q) "^ ^^  ''^  
+ [q"'^ " X - '—1—L q-n-lj J°')(,.q) (g.S) 
(1-q) " 
/, ^ a+n+lv 
(1-q) " 
(1-q ) 
(1-q) 
-a-n-1 r(a)/ \ /a ^\ 
q Lj:j^ (^x;q) (8.6) 
X L(--l'{x;q) = [xq" - l i l i L q-«-"] L'^'Cxiq) 
(1-q) 
a+n 
KL-C 
+ 
1 :^—i q-"-" L(fJ(xvq) (8.7) 
(1-q) 
: 45 : 
L^° '^ (x ;q ) - L^^^^^Cxqiq) = - x ( 1-q) q°^^l L^^^^^^xq jq ) ( 8 . 8 ) 
n=0 n 
( r q ^ ^ - ^ S q ) ^ oo q^ -^^ "^ *^  [ , ( l - q ) x r ] ' ' 
( r ; q ) _ k=0 ( q ; q ) , ( r q ; q ) ^ 
. . . . ( 8 . 9 ) 
9 . CERTAIN CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Khan [ 1 0 7 ] o b t a i n e d some c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n s of q - L a g u e r r e 
p o l y n o m i a l s ( 2 . 1 ) and ( 2 . 2 ) which a r e g i v e n in the forms of the 
f o l l o w i n g t h e o r e m s : 
THEOREM 5 
The only orthogonal q-polynomials of the form 
r + l ^ s *Jq-" , q ' " ' ; q'^='; x ] , 
where n i s a n o n - n e g a t i v e i n t e g e r and t h e a ' s and b ' s a r e 
i n d e p e n d e n t of x and n , a r e t he q - L a g u e r r e p o l y n o m i a l s 
q n ^ ' ( r = 0 , 3 = 1 ) 
THEOREM 6 
The o n l y o r t h o g o n a l q - p o l y n o m i a l s of the form 
r + l ^ s 
- n ( a r ) n " 
q , q^ ^ ; xq 
q'^^n , 
: 46 
where n is a non-negative integer and a's and b's are 
independent of x and n, are the q-Laguerre polynomials 
qL^"^(xq",l) (r = 0 , s = 1). 
THEOREM 7 
If (i) F (q,a;x) is a q-polynomial of degree exactly 
n in X. 
(ii) q and a are independent of x, 
(iii) Aq^j^ F^(q,aix) = - - ~ F^_^( q,a+l; x) 
and 
(q )n 
(iv) F^(q,a;0) = ", 
where ^ ^ ^ f(x) = f(x) - f(xq) 
Then F (q,a;x) is the q-Laguerre polynomials 
L^^'hx) defined by (2.2) , 
q n 
CHAPTER I I I 
q-LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS CONTINUED 
1 . INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter I I a survey has been made of the g e n e r a t i n g 
f u n c t i o n s , Rodrigues formulae , r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n s , expansion 
of po lynomia l s , i n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p s , o r t h o g o n a l i t y and chara -
c t e r i z a t i o n s d i s c o v e r e d u p t i l l now by Khan [105-109], Exton [67,68] 
Moak [ 1 2 0 ] , C i g l e r [ 59 ] Al-Salam and I smai l [ 12] and o t h e r s . 
The p r e s e n t c h a p t e r d e a l s wi th a survey of some b a s i c 
p r o p e r t i e s of the r o o t s of L^°'^(x;q) of Moak [ l 2 o ] the 
q - d i f f e r e n c e equa t ions s a t i s f i e d by Lj^^'(x;q) and L|;^°'^ {x) 
of C i g l e r [ 59] and the l i m i t i n g f u n c t i o n s and the extreme 
measures . 
2 . SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE ROOTS OF L^"^(x:q) 
• •- ^ n » y T 
Moak [120] obtained many properties of L^"'(x;q) from 
the orthogonality relation as well as from the q-difference 
equation which is satisfied by L^°-'{xiq). Moak demonstrated 
how a number of theorems given by Szego [170] about the zeros of 
orthogonal polynomials can be applied to q-Laguerre polynomials. 
: 48 : 
He also established some additional properties of the roots of 
Lpl^ ' (x;q) and pointed out that the behaviour of these roots as 
n — > oo is important because the roots converge to the mass 
points of an extreme solution of the moment 2(6.8), The theorems 
of Szego [l70] about the zeros of orthogonal polynomials and 
(a) 
the corresponding results for q-Laguerre polynomials L^ (xjq) 
obtained by Moak [120] are reproduced below: 
DEFINITION; 
Let f and g be two functions defined on (-», »). 
We say that the roots of f and g interlace if a root of 
f lies strictly between two consecutive and distinct roots 
of g and vice versa. 
THEOREM A 
Let )Pf,(x)L be a set of polynomials orthogonal with 
I Jn=0 
respect to a positive measure d'Vy(x) on the interval (a,b). 
Then the roots of each of the polynomials are real and simple 
and lie in the orthogonality interval. Moreover, the roots of 
p^^j^ and p^ interlace for n = 1,2,3, 
: 49 
COROLLARY 
Let 0<x,(«)(,) <x(^){q) < <x(^)(c) 
be the roots of L^^H^\q) » Then 
° < 4 l i ( ^ ) < 4:i(<') < «2';„iiU) < 4:^^) 
< < 4:i>><4:;,('') <4:l„.i(^) '^.D 
THEOREM B 
Let )p (x)y be a set of polynomials orthogonal with 
=0 
respect to a positive measure d^|/(x). Then for any n, P^ ^^ ^^  
has at most one root on any interval where ^  (x) is constant. 
COROLLARY 
(a) Let a and b be two consecu t ive r o o t s of L^ ' ( x ; q ) , 
0 < a < b . Then b /a > q~ . 
n 
- 1 
THEOREM C 
Let to(x,77) be a weight func t ion on the i n t e r v a l [ a , b ] 
depending on a parameter 77 such t h a t u)(x,7;) i s p o s i t i v e and 
cont inuous fo r a < x < b , 1^ < "V < ~C 2' ^1^° assume the 
e x i s t e n c e and c o n t i n u i t y of the p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e w (x . 'U) 
: 50 : 
fo r a < X < b , "^^ <U < "3^» and the convergence of the 
i n t e g r a l s 
b ^ , 
/ X 0) ( x , i ; ) d x , V = 0 , l , 2 , , 2 n - l , 
a 
/ // 
uni formly in very c l o s e d i n t e r v a l "U ^ 7/ 1 u of the 
open i n t e r v a l ( " J T i f X ^ ) . If the zeros of p (x) = p_(x,~|^) 
are denoted by x, ( ZT) < X p d / ) < < ^j.(V} f "the V th zero 
Xv< ( X ) ( f o r a f i xed va lue of y ) i s an i n c r e a s i n g func t ion of 
" j ^ p rovided w—./to i s an i n c r e a s i n g func t ion of x, a < x < b . 
COROLLARY 
Le t a > - 1 , 0 < g < 1, and 
0 < x(-)(q) < x^«J,(q) < < xJ,«^ Cq) (2.2) 
be the r o o t s of L i ' ^ ^ ( x ; q ) . Then fo r any j , 1 1 j 1 n, x ' ^Mq) 
n J f n 
is an increasing function of a and a decreasing function of q. 
THEOREM 8 
s^  n 
Let \ x ^ " ^ ( q ) > be the r o o t s of L^'^^lxvq). 
Then 
: 51 : 
° < 4:i(^) < 4:; '^^ ) < 4:i(<') < 4::''(^) 
3. THE q-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS SATISFIED BY L^ °^ (^xvq) AND L^"^(x) 
Exton [68 ], in 1977, discussed certain properties and 
solution of a basic analogue of the Laguerre equation in which 
basic number is defined by 
[a] = (3.1) 
1-q 
and basic differentiation by the operator 
Y(qx) - Y(x) 
^ ^'^ I x(q-l) 
where q is any number, real or complex, called the base. 
The inverse of basic differentiation is referred to as basic 
b 
integration and is denoted by the symbol / . 
a 
If a > - 1 , i t has been shown in [ 6 8 ] tha t the solutions 
of the q-difference equation 
^ X 7 y + 5[a+l ] - q''^^ x7 ( W y) + [ X ] q« y( qx) = 0 
q»^ L J q,x qx 
( 3 . 3 ) 
: 52 : 
are orthogonal with respect to basic i n t eg ra t i on , the weight 
function and eigenvalue are respec t ive ly (qx)°' E (-x) and V . 
Using the operator method, Cigler [59 ] obtained the 
following q -d i f f e r en t i a l equation for his q-Laguerre polynomials 
L^" ' ( x ) : 
- 1 [a-t-l] - 1 / N / N 
( x ( e - D ) £ D - — ^ ^ e D) L J ^ ^ ^ X ) = [n] LJ,°^^(X) . . . ( 3 . 4 ) 
q 
He also gave the following q -d i f f e r en t i a l equation for 
his inverse l/^'ix.) of q-Laguerre polynomials (2 .20) : 
(q""^°' X D^ - xD + q""^ [a+l] D + [n]) ij^ (x) = 0 . . . ( 3 . 5 ) 
In 1981, Moak [120] pointed out t ha t for the c l a s s i ca l 
orthogonal polynomials such as the Laguerre polynomials, one 
often derives r e s u l t about the zeros from the appropriate 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equations using a comparison theorem. But there 
is no convenient d i f f e r e n t i a l equation for L^ ' ( x ; q ) . The 
q-difference operator 
f ( q x ) - f ( x ) 
r y f(x) = 
^ q x(q-l) 
turns out to be a good analogue of the derivative operator for 
: 53 
q -Lauger re p o l y n o m i a l s . Since 
l im .^-7 f (x ) = f (x) 
cr-> 1 ^ ' q 
assuming t h a t f ( x ) e x i s t s . Moak [120] s t a t e d a number of 
q - d i f f e r e n c e r u l e s which a re g iven below: 
TTJ ( f (x ) + g(x) = r 7 f (x) + v 7 g ( x ) (3 .6) 
^ q q V q 
^ (k f ( x ) ) = k ( ^ f ) ( x ) , k a c o n s t a n t , (3 .7 ) 
q q 
;^;7 ( f (x ) g (x ) ) = f (qx) ( \ - r g ) (x) ( q - p r o d u c t r u l e ) 
q ^q 
(3 .8 ) 
f (x ) (( y f ) ( x ) ) . g(x) - i{r:j g ) ( x ) ) . f (x) 
V ( — ) = ^ ^ 
q g(x) g(x) g(qx) 
g ( x ) . g(qx) j ^ 0 ( q - q u o t i e n t r u l e ) (3 .9 ) 
v y ( f ( a x ) ) = a (^ -7 f) (ax) (3 .10) 
V q N/q 
ivj'') in^).g{x)) = i [[] ( v " ' f)(q'' x ) (yg) (x ) , 
^q k=0 "^  q ^q ^ q 
(3.11) 
: 54 : 
where [^] = i s the Gaussian binomial 
c o e f f i c i e n t ( q - L e i b n i t z r u l e ) . 
f (aqx) = f (ax) + a x ( q - l ) {\J f) ( a x ) , (3 .12) 
q 
( ^^7 f ) ( x ) = n ^^* ^^' ^^  ' ^^^ ' ^^ 
q (1-q) 
^^ '^^n (n) Y 
(1-q)" in ^ 
Here the square bracket quantity denotes the nth order 
n 
divided difference of f on the points x, xq, xq ; ^ 
l i e s between x and xq . 
n 1 n j j ( j - l ) / 2 n n - j 
( Y f ) ( x ) = — n{n-l)j2 , L , ( -1) q [ ] f (q X), 
q x (q-1) q ' ' ' J=0 -^  q 
(3 .14) 
n n ( n - l ) / 2 n n - 1 
(VV f ) ( x ) = p ( y f ) ( p x ) , p = q . (3.15) 
^P q 
: 55 : 
n -1 n -1 n-2 n-2 
q ( V f) (q x) + q ( V f) (q x) 
q ^ 
+ + q ( V f) (qx) + ( V f ) ( x ) 
( ^ f ) ( x ) = ^ ?3§ ^^  (-^-16) 
V^^n^ q + q + + q+1 
The q - d i f f e r e n c e equa t ion for q-Laguerre polynomials 
(3 .3 ) de r ived by Exton [ 68] can be e x p r e s s e d , in the n o t a t i o n 
of Moak [120] as 
2 { . d-q'" '"^) OL+2 , . 
X V T L^^'^Xiq) + [ — - q x] y L^^^qxvq) 
Vq " (1-rq) ' 'q 
i ^ l l i q""""^  LI"^ ^ (qxvq) =0 (3.17) 
1-q 
Note t h a t as q > l " , (3 .17) becomes 
X L^"^ (x) + (a+1 - x) L^"^ (x) + n L^°^^(x) = 0 , (3 .18) 
which i s the d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion fo r the o rd ina ry Laguerre 
po lynomia l s . 
Moak [120] rewro te (3 .17) as a q - d i f f e r e n c e equa t ion 
wi thou t \ y t e rm. He l e t k(x) be a cont inuous func t ion on 
q 
(0, oo) and for brevity, let L (x) = L;°^^(x;q), then for x > 0, 
2 2 
^ p (Mx))L^(x)) = ( V L^(x))k(x)+(q+l)(t;7L^)(qx)(^k) (x) 
q q ^q 
+ L^(q^x) (\7 k)(x) using (3.11) 
q 
: 56 : 
By (3.12), 
V q (k(x)L^ (x)) = ( Vq^ L^)(x)k(x)+[(Vqk)(x)+q(^qk)q(x)](^qL^)(qx) 
+ L^(qx) (Vq k)(x). 
Using (3.17) and doing some algebra, one gets 
^ q (k(x)L^(x)) 
= [• 
k(q^x)-k(x) a+2 (l-q°^ ^^ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ,^ ^ 
_J + (q k(x)] (V L )(qx) 
x(q-l) (l-q)x q 
2 d-q") a+1 
+ [(V l<)(x) - q k(x)] L^(qx) 
q (l-q)x 
(3.19) 
To make the •T;^ L (qx) c o e f f i c i e n t v a n i s h , he s e t 
q 
2 a+2 a+1 
k(q x) - k(x) = ( x ( q - l ) q + q -1) k( x) 
or k(x) = 
q"-*"^  ( l + x ( q - l ) q ) 
k(q^x) 
One solution of the functional equation is 
x(a+l)/2 
k( x) = 2 • 
(-xq(l-q); q ) 
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Now let 
^(a+l)/2 
k(x) = 
(-xq) (1-q); q). 
and 
X 
(a-Hl)/2 
u(x) = ^ L^"^(x;q) («)rv. 
(-xq(l-q);q ), n 
Substituting for kCx) and simplifying in (3.19), 
one gets 
2 (1+q) (lV+xq"-'°^^^(l-q))(-xq^(l-q);q2)^ 
q X (1-q) q x (l~q) q^  '' (-xq(l-q);q ) ^ 
u( qx) = 0. 
(3.20) 
Moak [i20] used (3.20) to derive some results about the 
roots of ll^^Ux'.q) . 
DEFINITION 
Let u(x)c c(0,oo). Then we say that the roots of u( x) 
are well separated if u(c) = u(d) = o and 0 < c < d implies 
that d/c > q" . Moreover, if u(c) = u(d) = 0 and 0 < c < d 
implies that dc > q" , then w9 say that the roots are very well 
: 58 : 
separated. 
Moak [120] proved the following result: 
THEOREM 9 
(ct) The r o o t s of L (xjq) are very well s e p a r a t e d . 
4 . THE LIMITING FUNCTIONS__AN_D__THE_EXTREME MEASURES 
When a S t i e l t j e s moment problem i s i nde t e rmina t e , the 
a s s o c i a t e d o r thogona l polynomials then converge to an e n t i r e 
f u n c t i o n , the r o o t s of v;hich are the mass p o i n t s of an extreme 
measure . Moak [120] showed t h a t the q-Laguerre polynomials 
- a / 2 
(2 .14) converge to [ x ( l - q ) ] J^(2y'xC l~q) ;q) , where J^ (x ;q ) 
i s a q-analogue of a Bessel f u n c t i o n . The r o o t s of the polyno-
mials a l s o converge as n > 00. 
THEOREM 10 
Let L^  ^(x;q) = ~ T. 
a+1 (q ;q )n k=0 (q""" ;q)j^ ( q ; q ) ^ 
(4 .1) 
( rt^ 
Then L^ (x ;q ) converges uniformly in any bounded domain to 
the e n t i r e func t ion 
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2 ( a+1 s k +alc / , s^ t \^ 
(q ; q ) „ „ q ( l - q ) (-x) 
L^«) (x ;q ) = E - T T (4.2) 
( q ; q ) ^ k=0 (q^ '^^jq)^ ( q ; q ) ^ 
L^^^'Cxvq) i s c l o s e l y r e l a t e d to the q-Bessel func t ion 
oo 
oo 
( > l ) k qk^+ock (^ /2)2k+a 
J ( x ; q ) = E — — (4 .3) 
« k=0 r^(k+a+l) 1^ (k+1) 
In fact 
L^"hx;q) = [xd-q)]'"" ^ J„(2/ir^ '^^ (4.4) 
' oo ^ • » - ! ' U x - T ' J (J 
I s m a i l [ 9 0 ] , has der ived a number of r e s u l t s about 
J ( x ; q ) and i t s r o o t s . Moak [ l 2 0 ] po in ted out t h a t some of 
these r e s u l t s can be o b t a i n e d from the cor responding r e s u l t s for 
Lj, ( x ; q ) , by l e t t i n g n > « . He showed t h a t fo r each j , 
n 
lim x/°;>(q) = x^.°=i(q) 
exists and is a root of L^'^Mxiq). So 
oo » -1' 
(4.5) 
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Let t ing n > » in ( 3 . 1 7 ) , one ge ts 
(1-q) ^ 
L^"Mxq-,q) = 0, . . . (4.6) 
(1-q) 
ind x^^'+^^Z^ (l/(-xq(l-q);q^) ) L^ °'^ (x;q) satisfies 
oo oo 
fK^^ ^^  W _ i ^ l _ (l^ q°)(-xq^ (l-q);q^ )^  
(Vq u)(x)+[-7-- r - 2, .2 (a^-DT?: 2 J u(qx) = 0 . 
"^  X (1-q fq X (1-q) q^  '' (-xq(l-q);q) 
(4.7) 
by (3.20), hence the roots of L '^ (x;q) are very well separated. 
To construct the extreme measures for the moment problem 
2(6.8), Moak [120] first obtained the Stieltjes transform of the 
measure 
dY(t) 
1(1,*^) = / —! (4.8) 
' z-t 
Moak [120] pointed out that the role played by I(Z,'Y ) 
is solving moment problem was suggested by the following theorem: 
THEOREM D 
If'Vj/(t) is any solution of the moment problem 
/ t"^  d'Y(t) = ^ ^, V^j,>0, n=0,l,2 (4.9) 
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then KZ;*^) is analytic in Im(2) > 0. Im (I(Z;A|/)) < 0, 
and is asymptotically represented by the series Z v^  z 
n=0 
in any s e c t o r ' ^ ^ arg z ^ i t - P , 0 < c^ < ^ . 
Converse ly , i f f ( z ) i s a n a l y t i c in Im( z) > 0 , 
Im ( f ( z ) ) _< 0 in Im( z) > 0 and if f ( z ) i s a s y m p t o t i c a l l y 
oo - n - 1 
r e p r e s e n t e d by the s e r i e s E ^ z ~ in any s e c t o r 
n=0 " 
£, _< arg z <^ % - C , 0 < C ' < ' | , then there exists a unique 
Solution 'Y^ 't) of 'the moment problem, such that f(z) = I(z;Y)' 
For a proof, one is referred to Shoht and Tamarkin 
[149 » pp. 27-29]. 
To construct a function f(z) satisfying the above 
properties, Moak [120] considered the three term recurrence 
relation 
^ Pn^ '^ ^ = % Pn+l^^) •" ^ n Pn^ '^ ^ ^ ^ n Pn-1^^^' ^ > 0, C^ = -H^ 
(4.10) 
PQ = 1» P_i = 0 , (4.11) 
for the polynomials J p (x)r orthogonal with respect to a 
L " Jn=0 
solution 'y(x) of the moment problem. It can be noted that the 
-V oo 
l'°"^''jn=0 ^"^ ^^^ equation (4.10) depend only on the moment 
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of the measure d^ |>'(x). Next he let the sequence 
n=0 
of polynomials W'\ =0 sa t i s fy (4.10) with the i n i t i a l 
condition q_, = 1^ q = 0 . I t followed by induction on n 
tha t 
CO P n ^ ^ ) - P n ^ t ) 
q^(z ) = / dK]At)r n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
-oo Z - t 
( 4 . 1 2 ) 
C o n s e q u e n t l y , i f P „ ( z ) = E a, z , t h e n 
" k=0 '^  
V^) =(Vo) '"'' ^ ^-n^ l^ ^  Vl^) ^"'^ 
^ ^^n^^n-1 ^ ^n-l^^n-2 "^  "^  3l^ o^^  (4.13) 
q^(z) is called the numerator polynomial associated with p (z) 
LEMMA 
The continued f ract ion 
V-.T) = 
(-2) ^ 1 
^1 
( 2 ) 
( T ^ ) 
Z-B, 
(-TT^) 
n 
Z-B. 
i-AT^) 
Z-B 
( - r -^ ) -o 
Pn+i(z) - o p^(z) 
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Converges as n —> <» fo r each r e a l va lue of a to l(Z,Ai/^) 
where 
% 
is a solution of the moment problem. 
For a proof one is referred to Shohat and Tamarkin 
[149; pp. 46-51 ]. 
Now for the moment problem 2(6.8), Pf^ (^ ) = LJ^ '^ ''( ^ iq) . 
Moak [120] denoted the associated numerator polynomial as 
- T ( « ) 
V^°^^(z;q) . He defined 
-(q ;q) 
n 
^ + 1 ^ ^ ' = / a+1 s _n+a+l 
(q ;q)n q 
v^:l(z;q) 
Vj.'^^ziq) 
i>'^^^ 
v[,"^0;q) 
(4.14) 
-(q ;q) 
^n+l^^) = 
n 
(q^^Sq), q"""^ "^  
L;;:l(z;q) 
L^^^(^;q) 
V(:l(0;q) 
V^°^^0;q) 
-(q »q) 
^n+l^^^ = 
n 
/ a+1 V n+a+l 
(q iq)n ^ w( Ct) / \ 
(4.15) 
Li!!(0;q) 
'n+1 
L[,^^0-,q) 
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- ( q ;q ) 
Vi^^) = / a + 1 V n + a + 1 
( q ; q ) n q 
^liV---'^^ ^lih°-"^^ 
&\z;^) tl^'COlq) 
f. 
q " ( q ; q ) - 1 
(z) = ( s 
n / . N 2 
k=0 / a + 1 N 
( q i q ) , 
l L l « ) ( z ; q ) | ) 
( 4 . 1 7 ) 
( 4 . 1 8 ) 
U s i n g the t h r e e - t e r m r e c u r r e n c e r e l a t i o n ( 5 . 2 l ) b u t w i th 
CQ = - ^ = - 1 , he o b t a i n e d 
q ~ ' ( q ; q ) j 
A _ , ( z ) = z Z V^ . ' ^^z jq ) V^,°^^0;qi 
j = 0 / a + 1 V J J 
-^ ( q ; q ) . 
'n+V ( 4 . 1 9 ) 
q - ^ ( q ; q ) j 
5^4.1 ( z ) = - 1 + z E t ( a ) 
' n + 1 ' j =0 , a+1 
i q ; q)j 
L ^ - ^ ( z ; q ) V ^ ^ ^ O j q ) , . . . ( 4 . 2 0 ) 
:„^l(z) = 1+z ? 
j=0 
q (q ;q ) 
/ a + 1 X (q ; q ) j 
- V^ .^ ' ^z jq ) L ^ « ) ( 0 ; q ) ( 4 . 2 1 ) 
n q ' ^ ( q ; q ) ^ 
D ^ ^ , ( z ) = z E L ( « ) ( z ; q ) L^ .^^Oiq ) 
J ^ (q'^-^Sq)j ^ ' 
( 4 . 2 2 ) 
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DEFINITION 
Let dCVLJ.lx) and d'^^Cx) be two measures on the 
real line. Then df j^  and ^'^2 ^^^ substantially equal 
if /f(x) d^ (x) = /f(x) d'^2(x) f^ r ^11 continuous functions 
f with compact support. 
00 6^{ t) 
I(z,4^) = / — * (^ -23) 
' -00 Z-t 
If'VV ( t ) i s of bounded v a r i a t i o n , then the S t i e l t j e s 
inversion formula wi l l be 
^ [-^VCt^tO) + 'V| / ( t j -0)] - ^ [Ay(tQ-HD) -yC tp -O) ] 
-1 h 
= lim / [Kt+ig,) - I(t- l£.)] dt 
V See stone [I68]. Thus^(t) is substantially uniquely 
determined by I(z,^). 
With these preliminary definitions established, Moak [120] 
stated the following main theorems: 
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THEOREM E 
The polynomials A^^^( z) , B^^^(z), C^+iCO and D^^^(z) 
converge uniformly in bounded domains to entire functions 
A(z), B(z), C(z) andD(z). Moreover the series 
converges uniformly in every bounded domain. 
THEOREM F 
If'V^(t) is a measure which is a solution of the 
moment problem 2(6.8) then 
» dmt) A(z) - a(z) C(z) 
/ _J =, i(2;Y) = , (4.25) 
z-t B(z) - cj(z) D(z) 
where (j(z) i s ana ly t i c in the half p lane , Im(z) > 0 , sat isfying 
Im(a(z)) ^ 0 for Im(z) > 0 . Moreover, a(z) i s uniquely deter-
mined by the so lu t ionY( t) . Conversely, for each function o( z) 
sa t i s fy ing the above condit ions there is subs t an t i a l l y one 
s o l u t i o n ' y ( t ) of the moment problem which also s a t i s f i e s (4 .25) . 
For each non-real value of z, the function 
A(z) - a C(z) 
R c -7 ^ - " TA / _ \ 
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d e s c r i b e s the c r icumference of a c i r c l e 0(2) when the r e a l 
parameter a d e s c r i b e s [-00,00]. The value of l ( z ; f y ) i s 
always e i t h e r on the boundary or in the i n t e r i o r of C ( z ) . 
To each p o i n t "JI of the c i rcumference of a c i r c l e C:(z^) 
t he re cor responds a s u b s t a n t i a l l y unique s o l u t i o n of the moment 
p r o b l e m A p ( t ) such t h a t iCz^;"^) = Z^- I t i s given by (4.25) 
with c ( z ) r ep l aced by the c o n s t a n t o de termined from 
5 ° " B(z^) - o^ D(z^)* 0 0 o 
The set of solutions'H'l t) satisfying l(z lAl/) = ^ , where 
J Q is on the circumference of C{z^) does not depend on z . 
To each J^ interior to the circle C(z^) there correspond 
continuously many solutions A^( t) such that I(z ;Aj/) = 'J'. 
THEOREM G 
Let a £ [ - 0 0 , 00] andA^^ be a s o l u t i o n of the moment 
problem 2 ( 6 . 8 ) such t h a t 
A(z) - a C(z) 
B ( 2 ) - a D ( z ) ^ ^ 
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Then/^U is a step function; the location of the mass points 
coincides with the set of zeros of the denominator B(z) - c D(z), 
and the mass concentrated at each mass point x.(a) is J (xj(a)). 
The spectrum )X.(a)| interlaces with the spectrum ix.(^)( 
\J Jj=0 ^ -^  J 3=0 
0 3^ a. For any real value of x there is a unique value a 
of a, -oo < o < oo, such that ^r.9\^A'^% • Moreover, for 
each j, x.(o) is a continuous monotonic function of o. 
These theorems and their proofs are found in Shohat and 
Tamarkin [149 ,pp.52-60], and Stone [168,00.577-614]. It follows 
that the measures S'VL'- : -oo _< a < ool are extremal measures. 
These extreme measures have an important property stated in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM H 
Let ' y ( t ) be a s o l u t i o n of the moment problem 2 ( 6 . 8 ) . 
Then the q-Laguerre polynomials L^ ' ( x ; q ) are complete in 
2 
L (d'Vp) if and only if'Vl/C t) i s an ex t remal s o l u t i o n of the 
moment problem 2 ( 6 . 8 ) . 
For a proof see Shohat and Tamarkin [ i 4 9 , po .61-6? ] • 
To c a l c u l a t e B(z) - o D(z) e x p l i c i t l y , Moak [120] used 
the fo l lowing lemma: 
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LEMMA 
The following relations hold: 
a+1 /, \ a / a+i \ 
V^"^0;q) = — [l -^1, a;^0, n > 0 ....(4.26) 
•^  (l-q°^ ) (q;q)„ ^ 
D^ j^,(z) = z Lj^ °^ -'^ (^z;q) (4.27) 
^'''^"^1 (a-1) (1-^)^' (a+l) 
'n+1'^ / a X "-n+l "^'^ ^^  ,, ax ^ ^ n 
(q iq)n^i (1-q ) 
a 7^  0 (4.28) 
In f a c t he proved the fo l lowing theorem: 
THEOREM 11 
Let d'Y'( x) be a measure which is a solution of the 
moment problem 
n+1 
(q^'^^q), q-«" " ^ 2 ^  
/ x" dY(x) = n^ = 
(1-q)" 
where a > -1, and 0 < q < 1. 
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Then^ (x) is an extremal solution of the above moment 
problem if and only if for some value of a, -«> £ a < «>,^ (x) 
is substantially equal to the measure Ax/^ ( x) , which has jumps of 
size 
k=0 (q \q)^ 
(4.29) 
a t the point Ti^ ^^»'^^» which i s the kth root (wr i t t en in 
increasing order) of the en t i r e function 
G^°^hz,a;q) = L^^^z jq ) - a z L^^^'-^^zjq) (4.30) 
oo ' ' oo 
In particular 
(1-q) q" 1 , , 
Q^^hz, )= L^°^-^^(z;q), a > -1, a ;^0 
(l-q^ )^ (iV) 
(4.31) 
For each real number u there is a unique real number a, 
-oo ^  a < oo, such that ^HJ^ has a mass point at ^ , and a 
is given by 
/ ,, C (4.32) 
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Moreover, as a increases from -«> to 0» 7/1 ^o»q) 
decreases from 0 to -oo, and as a increases from -co to «», 
•J"2°'^ (o»q) decreases from x^ '^^ '^ C^q) to 0, and for k > 2, 
T" (o;q) decreases from ^^-1 ^^^ ^° ^k-2 ^ ^^  • 
CHAPTER IV 
BIORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS SUGGESTED BY THE q-LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1951, L. Spencer and U. Fano [152] introduced a 
particular pair of biorthogonal polynomial sets in carrying 
out calculations involving the penetration of gamma rays 
through matter. Spencer and Fano did not establish any 
general properties of biorthogonal polynomial sets, but 
essentially utilized the biorthogonality of polynomials in 
2 
X and polynomials in x with respect to the weight function 
c — X 
X e , where c is a nonnegative integer, over the interval 
(o.«.). 
In a 1958 doctoral d i s s e r t a t i o n , S. P re i se r [139] , 
acquainted with the work of Spencer and Fano, determined that 
apar t from rea l l i n e a r transformations only one th i rd-order 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equation of the type 
I I I 
A(x)y^ + B(x)y^ + c(x)y;^ =;x^y^ ( l . l ) 
exists such that is has biorthogonal polynomial solutions of 
degree n in x'", and such that the reduced adjoint differ-
ential equation of (l.l) 
I ) I r t 
-(p(x)A(x)Z^) + (p(x)B(x)Z^) - (p(x)C(x)Z^) =>^p(x)Z^ 
(1.2) 
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has biorthogonal polynomial solutions of degree n in x, 
n =0,1,2, In (1.1) and (1.2) the primes denote 
differentiation with respect to x; p(x) is a weight 
function having three continuous derivatives; A(x), B(x), C(x) 
are functions of x independent of n; and •)\^ is a parameter 
independent of x. A slightly extended version of Preiser's 
thesis was published in February 1962 [140j. 
Preiser established that (1.1) and the reduced adjoint 
differential equation (1.2) have biorthogonal polynomial 
solutions in x and in x" provided that m = 2 and provided 
that the weight function p(x) is taken to be of the form 
x^e~^, c > -1. Preiser solved the differential equations 
leading to the polynomials of Spencer and Fano [l52] in which 
m = 2, and exhibited some properties of the polynomials. 
Specifically, Preiser established, for each of the two 
sets of biorthogonal polynomials, the existence of pure recu-
rrence relations connecting four successive polynomials. He 
obtained contigous relationships between the polynomials 
corresponding to C and C+2. He also derived a generating 
function for the polynomials in x . In solving the differ-
ential equation having the polynomials in x as solution 
he was forced to assume C to be a nonnegative integer. Later, 
Konhauser [lio] pointed out that suitably interpreted, the 
polynomials could be shown to be solution under the weaker 
restriction C > -1. 
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Konhauser ([HI]; see also [HO]) has considered two 
classes of polynomials Y^ °^ (^x;k) and Z^^'^'ix; k) , where 
Y^ °'^ (x;k) is a polynomial in x, while zJ:^ °'Mx;k) is a 
polynomial in x*^ , o > -1 and k = 1,2,3, For k = 1, 
( rr\ 
these polynomials reduce to the Laguerre polynomials L^ (x), 
and their special cases when k = 2 were encountered earlier 
by Spencer and Fano [ 152] in certain calculations involving 
the penetration of gamma rays through matter, and were sub-
sequently discussed by Preiser [140]. 
Later biorthogonal polynomials became the subject of 
study of a number of mathematicians who published a large 
number of papers on the subject. Notable among them are 
by Agarwal and Manocha [ 2 ], Al-Salam and Verma [13-15 ], 
Carlitz [48 ], Karande and Patil [ 99 ], Karande and Thakare 
[1D0,X):Q, Kashyap and Prabhakar [ 104] , Madhekar and Thakare 
[ll6], Patil and Thakare [126], Prabhakar [131,132], Prabhakar 
and Kashyap [133], Prabhakar and To^ nar [134-138], A.N. Srivastava 
[153,154], A.N. Srivastava and Singh [155 ] and H.M. Srivastava 
[156-162] . 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
On the arbitrary finite or infinite interval (a,b) 
let p(x) be a nonnegative real-valued function of the real 
variable x with the property that all the moments 
b 
"i = / P(x) x^ dx, i = 0,1,2, (2.1) 
a 
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e x i s t , with 
b 
a^ = / p (x)dx > 0 (2 .2 ) 
° a 
The fundamental e x i s t e n c e theorem fo r o r thogona l po ly-
nomials [ 1 7 0 ] s t a t e s t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s an i n f i n i t e s e t of 
po lynomia ls P Q ( X ) , P J ^ ( X ) , P 2 ( X) of degree 0 , 1 , 2 , . . , 
in X, each unique to w i th in a m u l t i p l i c a t i v e c o n s t a n t , s a t i s -
fying the o r t h o g o n a l i t y c o n d i t i o n 
1^  r o , m , n = 0 , l , 2 , ; m ^ n , 
/ p(x) P^(x)P^(x)dx = \ 
^ 1 ^ 0 , m = n 
( 2 . 3 ) 
The polynomials P (x) are said to be orthogonal with 
n 
respect to the weight function p(x) over the interval (a.b). 
The requirement that the value of the integral in (2.3) 
be different from zero is redundant for 
b ^ 
/ P(x) P;;(x) dx > 0, (2.4) 
a 
since p(x) 2 0 on (a,b) and P^(x) is a polynomial. 
The concept of biorthogonality as given by Preiser [140] 
is as follows: 
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DEFINITION 2.1 
Two polynomials Z£(x), Yj^ '^^ "^ ) will be called bi-
orthogonal with respect to a weight function j(x), if they 
satisfy a scalar product of the form 
(?Ze.y„) 5;?(x) Z£(x) y^ (x'") dx = (y^,fZ^) =N^Sne , 
where 
^ix) is a weight function, having as many continuous deriva-
tives as the order of the d.e. we consider 
^ (x) is a polynomial of degree £ in x Yn^ x"") ^^ ^  
polynomial of degree n in x"", '^ n ^  ^  is a constant of 
normalization, Tl is an arc or a closed curve in the complex 
plane, 
iO for n j^ t 1 for n =i 
m is an integer 2. !• 
If when m = 1, Z^ ( x) = y^(x), then we call the poly-
nomials "self-orthogonal" or merely *'orthogonal ". 
The following definitions and notations are due to 
Konhauser [110 ]: 
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DEFINITION 2.2 
Let r(x) and s(x) be real polynomials in x of degree 
h > 0 and k > 0, respectively. Let R (x) and S (x) denote 
the polynomials of degree m and n in r(x) and s(x), res-
pectively, then f^n,^  ^^ ^^ '^  ^n^^^ ^^® polynomials of degree 
mh and nk in x. The polynomials r(x) and s(x) are called 
basic polynomials. 
NOTATION 2.1 
Let [RJ^(X)] denote the set of polynomials R Q ( X ) , R , ( X ) , 
R2(x), of degree 0,1,2, in r( x) . Let [S (x)] denote 
the set of polynomials S Q ( X ) , S , ( X ) , S Q ( X ) , of degree 0,1,2, 
in s( x) . 
DEFINITION 2 . 3 
The r e a l - v a l u e d func t ion p(x) of the r e a l v a r i a b l e x 
i s an admis s ib l e Weight func t ion on the f i n i t e or i n f i n i t e 
i n t e r v a l ( a , b ) if a l l moments 
b i j 
^ i , j " *^  P ( x ) [ r ( x ) ] [ s ( x ) ] dx, i , j = 0 , 1 , 2 , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J S ^ T K A T ^ ; ^ 
exists, with 1 ** r\ / 
b V • 
^0,0 " -^  P(x)dx f^ 0 
The integrals I^^^ are generalizations of the moments 
^i in (2.1). From (2.7) it follows that if the integrals 
^i,3 '^'^ '^ '' '^^  =0,1,2 then the integrals 
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J p( x) X dx, i = 0,1,2,.... 
a 
exist. 
For orthogonal polynomials p(x) is required to be 
nonnegative. This requirements is necessary for the establish-
ment of certain properties of orthogonal polynomials. To obtain 
analogues of these properties for biorthogonal polynomials, it 
is found necessary to require that p(x) be either negative or 
nonpositive, with I^ ^  ?^  0, on the interval (a,b). 
DEFINITION 2.4 
The polynomial sets Ufj,(x)] ^nd [s^(x)] are biortho-
gonol over the interval (a,b) with respect to the admissible 
weight function p(x) and the basic polynomials r(x) and s( x) 
provided the orthogonality conditions 
IQ |'0,m,n=0,l,2,....;m;^n 
^m,n = { P(x)Rjx)S^(x)dx =\ 
?^  0, m = n 
(2.9) 
are satisfied. 
The orthogonality conditions (2.9) are analogous to the 
requirements (2.3) for the orthogonality of a single set of 
polynomials. Following (2.3) it was pointed out that the 
requirement that the integral be different from zero for 
m = n was redundant. The requirement in (2.9) that J be 
n,n 
different from zero is not redundant. Polynomial sets [R (x)] 
and [Sj^ (x)] exist such that 
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m,n 
f 0, m,n = 0 , 1 , ,1<; m ^ n 
^ 0 , m = n = 0 , l , , k - 1 , 
and J, j^ = 0 . 
DEFINITION 2 . 5 
I f the l e a d i n g c o e f f i c i e n t of a polynomial i s un i t y , the 
polynomial i s c a l l e d monic. 
F i n a l l y , we in t roduce n o t a t i o n for a de t e rminan t which 
i s impor tan t in the development of b io r t hogona l po lynomia l s . 
UOTATION 2 .2 
Le t An denote the d e t e r m i n a n t 
• • 0 , 0 
•1 ,0 
• n - 1 , 0 
^0 ,1 
•1 ,1 
• n - 1 , 1 
0 , n - l 
• l , n - l 
• n - l , n - l 
If p(x) is an admissible weight function then/\, = I ^ ?^  0 
—^1 0,0 
Konhauser [ill] defined two classes Y^(x;k) and 
2j^(x;l<), n = 0 , 1 , , of polynomials of degree n in x 
and X , respectively, where x is real, k is a positive 
integer and C > - 1 , such that 
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oo 
0 for i = 0,1, » n-l; 
ki 
n 
/ xS'"' Y^(xvk) x""^  dx is 
^ ' not 0 for i = n 
(2.10) 
and 
oo 
0 for i =0,1, , n-1 
/ x^e"^ Z^(x;k) x^ dx is 
^ ' not 0 for i = n 
(2.11) 
For k = 1, conditions (2.10) and (2.11) reduce to the 
orthogonality requirement satisfied by the generalized Laguerre 
polynomials. If (2.10) and (2.11) hold, then 
oo 
C.-X ,,C/ . . , X -,C, 
0 for i,j = 0,1,....; i ^ j; 
/ x'^ e''^  Y^(x;k) Zj(x;k)dx is 
^ l^ not 0 for i = j; 
and conversely. 
3 . q-KDNHAUSER POLYNOMIALS 
Le t a (x) be a d i s t r i b u t i o n func t ion on the i n t e r v a l 
( f i n i t e or i n f i n i t e ) [ a , b ] wi th i n f i n i t e l y many p o i n t s of 
i n c r e a s e and such t h a t 
b 
/ x"da(x) < oo fo r a l l n = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
a 
The set of polynomials in x, ]P (x)l , and the set of 
polynomials jQ^ .^ )^? » *^ ®9 ^ n^ ^^ ~ ^ ^°^ " ~ 0,1,2, are 
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said to be biorthogonal with respect to cia( x) on (a,b) if 
• ^ r = 0 (n ?^  m) 
/ P„(x) Q^(x) da(x) \ (3.1) 
^ \ ^ 0 (n = m) 
Didon [ 61 ] and Deruyts [ 60 ] considered this concept 
in some detail. For example for a given \Pn^^H ^^^ ^^^ 
SQ (X)^ is uniquely determined and conversely.. 
Both Didon and Deruyts paid special attention to the 
situation in which Pj^ (x) is a polynomial of degree n in 
x*^  (k fixed). In this case (3.1) is equivalent to 
/ x^ P^(x) da(x) = 0 and / x^ *^  Q (x) da(x) = 0 (O <. i < n) 
a a " 
...... (3.2) 
and both integrals are f- 0 for i = n. 
Thus if k = 1, iP^i^^M ^"^^Qn^^M "^ o^ ^^ Pse to the 
set of orthogonal polynomials associated with a(x) on (a,b). 
Both Didon and Deruyts gave as examples the case in 
which da(x) = x"^ ' (l-x)^" dx, the distribution for the 
Jacobi polynomials on (0,1). Deruyts also gave the case in 
which da(x) = x"' e"'^  dx on (0,«>), the distribution for the 
Laguerre polynomials. 
More recently these polynomials gained a sudden popularity 
with the interesting work of Konhauser [110,111], Preiser [ 140] 
and Carlitz [ 48 ]. In particular the biorthogonal system 
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related to the Laguerre distribution is now known as the 
Konhauser polynomials. 
With the recent interest in orthogonal q-polynomials 
it became of interest to look for a q-generalization of the 
Konhauser polynomials. 
In 1983, Al-Salam and Verma [ 14 J considered 
q-Laguerre polynomials which were introduced by Hahn [81 ] as 
their starting point. These polynomials belong to an in-
determinate moment problem and thus there is more than one 
distribution function with respect to which the q-Laguerre 
polynomials are orthogonal. In particular there is a discrete 
distribution and a continuous one obtained by Moak [120]. In 
fact, Al-Salam and Verma [14 ] constructed a pair of biortho-
gonal polynomials suggested by the q-Laguerre polynomials which 
were found to be biorthogonal on (0,«>) with respect to a 
continuous or discrete distribution function. 
In what follows we use the following notations, definitions 
and results: 
For lq| < 1, 
OO 
(a;q) = u (l-aq^) 
" j=0 
and, for arbitrary complex n, 
(a;q)^ = (a;q)y(aq";q)^ , 
so tha t in p a r t i c u l a r if n = 1,2, we have 
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(a;q)^ = (1-a) (l-aq) (l-aq"'^) 
in which case the restriction |q| < 1 is not necessary. 
We shall write [a]^ to mean (a;q)_. If the base is 
n n 
not q but, say p, then we shall mention it explicitly as 
(a;p)n* 
The q-der iva t ive (base q) i s D^ f(x) = -ii2Sl-I-li-22LL 
I t s nth i t e r a t e i s [81 ] 
r - n - i 
D"f(x) = x ' ^ E T A i q ^ f ( x q j ) (3 .3 ) 
q j ^ LqJj 
The q-gamma function may be defined (see Askey [23 J 
for an interesting treatment) by 
The q-Laguerre polynomials 
are orthogonal on (0,<») with respect to the continuous 
distribution , 
djl(a,x) =Tr|T dx, ( a > l) (3.4) 
where A ^ Vq {-a) / Pi-a) VH+a) {1-q)^^'' or the d i sc re t e 
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a+1 d i s t r i b u t i o n d p ( a , x ) which has jumps Bx / [ " x j ^ a t 
X = q*^ , k = 0 + 1, + 2 , , where 
B = 
The moments in either case are (see Moak [120]) 
1+a " i n(2a+n+l) 
lif^  = [q ]n q . n = 0,1,2, 
(3.5) 
The q-binomial theorem i s 
S U L D X" = - , (Ixi < 1) (3.6) 
n=0 [q]„ [ x ] ^ 
For n = 0,1,2, , Al-3alam and Verma [14 ] defined 
q-Konhauser polynomials by means of the following relations: 
Z^ «^ x,k|q) = i V F ^ E ^—^ ^ x^j 
(qSq'^)^ J=0 (q'^:.q')j [q^^^^lj^ 
(3.7) 
and 
(3.8) 
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and proved t h a t 
/ ° ° z j , ' ' > ( x . k h ) Y ; S , ° " ( x , k | q ) d i l ( a . x ) = K „ 5,„„^ (3 .9 ) 
0 
where 
nk [q'""] 
" [q ]n 
Formulae (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) reduce for k = 1 
to the q-Laguerre polynomials L (x|q) and its orthogonality 
relation (3.4). To prove (3.9) it is necessary and sufficient 
to show 
In,. = / x'"2;,")(x,klq)dji(a,x) U) 
[ ^  0, m = n, 
(3.10) 
and 
= 0, 0 < m < n 
>Jn.. /"' x'^'" Yi°^^(x,k|q)djl(a,x) 
i^  0, m = n 
(3.11) 
PROOF OF 3.10 
In the left hand side of (3.10) substituting for 
r^i (x,k|q) from (3.7) and integrating term by term and using 
(3.5), we get 
"n,m (q^q^) 
n 
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/-nk k\ r 1+a+kJT 
^ k—kT ^ 
j=0 (qSq''), 
(-I)'" [q^^^],, , 
.1+a. 
(qSq'^) P 
(3.12) 
where p = q" . The last equality is obtained by replacing 
p = - in the summation that appears in (3.12), simplifying 
M 
and then comparing with (3.3). 
1 4-rt 
Now (xp ;p) is a polynomial in x of degree m. 
Hence for m =0,1 , n-1 its q-difference is zero, whereas 
for m = n, we get 
!„,„ = (-1)" [p^^«]„, q 
-| nk(n+l) - ^ n(2a+n+l) 
..(3.13) 
T h i s c o m p l e t e s t h e p roo f of ( 3 . 1 0 ) . 
To p r o v e ( 3 . 1 1 ) we r e q u i r e t h e f o l l o w i n g f o r m u l a which 
i s a q - a n a l o g of a r e s u l t of C a r l i t z [ 4 8 ] . 
( - k i k. (q »q ) 
m 
m iq^^^^^^) 
L 
r=0 [qJr 
r ^ - r ( l + a + k i ) ^ 
[ q - ^ ] . (q'•^°^•^^, q"^) 
X E q-
s=0 
m 
[q ] 
( 3 . 1 4 ) 
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Formula (3 .14) can be proved by using J a c k s o n ' s q-analog 
of T a y l o r ' s theorem [ 9 4 ] for polynomials of degree _< m, 
m x^ [ 1 / x ] 
f ( x ) = E D^ f ( x ) l v - l = ; ^ ~ ^3.15) 
r=0 '• ""-^ [ q ] ^ 
Put f (x) = (xq^'*'°'; q*^ ) in (3 .15) to ge t 
^ X- [ 1 / x ] ^ ^ [ q - ^ ] ^ 
I 1+a kx iy 1 ^ : s / 1+a+s kv (x q ; q ) = Z E TT" ^ ^^ ' "^  m^ 
"* r=0 q]^ 8=0 [q], "" 
(3.16) 
which for x = q~ ~°'" reduces to (3.14) 
PROOF OF 3.11 
.(a) 
n 
side of (3.11), integrating term by term, then using (3.14), 
Substitute for Y''"^(x,k|q) from (3.8) in the left hand 
we get 
'^'""•'•"" - ^ ^^^^^-^l^^™' , -km k, 
^ " (3.17) 
Since (q"" ^ \ ^ ^ n ~ ^  ^^^ "^  ~ 0,1,2, , n-1 and 
r l+a-i , 
J _ . l^^ ^"^ ^^^ , -km k, - t"'<(nk+2a+n+2) 
Jn,n - (-1) 7-^ (q ' ^  )n '^  
^••n (3.18) 
hence the proof of (3.11) is complete. 
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Fur thermore ( 3 . 1 8 ) , pu t t o g e t h e r with the f a c t t h a t the 
.. - ^ . , . ^ -7(a)/ ,1 ^ • ( 1^n T^ knC kn+2a+n) 
l e a d i n g c o e f f i c i e n t of Z^ ' ' ( x ; kj q) i s ( -1) q2 ^ , 
y i e l d ( 3 . 9 ) . 
(o')r^ \r\ ^ \ AKin v(a) 4 . PROPERTIES OF Zj^"''( x.kj q) AND YJ^"'^ ( x ,k | q) 
This s e c t i o n c o n t a i n s some i n t e r e s t i n g p r o p e r t i e s of the 
polynomials Z^^'^Cxjkjq) and Y^° ' ' (x ,k jq) ob t a ined by Al-Salar 
and Verma [ 1 4 ] , We mention below f i r s t some of the p r o p e r t i e s 
of z j , « ^ x , k l q ) 
^ z l « ^ x , k | q ) ,(,k. 
n ^^'"^IHy f ( t x ^ ) 
S , t"' = j - , (4 .1 ) 
n=0 [ q ^ " ' ^ ] , , ( t v q ^ ) ^ 
where 
0 0 
q|!c j (kj + j+2a) 
j=0 (q ' ' ; q ' ' ) j . [q^^^^jj^j 
Zj^°^^(xy,k|q) 
, [ q ^ ^ ^ j , , ( 1 / y ^ y^) 
= E , ^ r i - a . , k k^  y ^ J z ^ : ^ ) ( x , k h ) . 
( 4 .2 ) 
:^°'^rx.icln) = ? r r n ,.\ 7 (P ) If Z '" ( ,k |q)  Z C( ,m) Z^f^Mx,k|q) then 
m=0 ^ 
r l+a i km/ QV / -nk+mk kx r l+R + kmi 
[q ]^k q (a-p) ^_^ (q ; q ) . [ q ^ j k . , , _ , , 
C(n m) = T - 1_ kj(n-nH-a-p) 
l-q Jmk ^q ' ^ L m ^ ^ ^^ ' ^ ^j '^ ^ ^kj 
( 4 .3 ) 
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For k = 1 t h i s reduces to the connection coeff ic ien t 
for the q-Laguerre polynomials. 
["p x"'' ^] zl"*X.Mq) 
r l+ t tT 
L^ Jnk-k 
^ik(k-H2a-.l) , K z ( a + k ) ( x , k | q ) 
= [q l+«+knj^ Z ^ « ) ( x . k l q ) - Z ( « { ( x , k l q ) d V ^ " ^ ' ^ ) 
(4 .5 ) 
If x"^" = I D(n,m) Z^'^^(x,klq) then 
r 1+an / ^ -kn . k\ 
,w„ N^ l2 ^ ^kn kn+2a+l , . .x 
UAn,m; = j ^ - — q2 . . . ( 4 .6 ) 
t^ ^km 
PROOF OF 4 . 1 
S u b s t i t u t i n g from (3 .7 ) in the l e f t hand s ide of ( 4 . 1 ) , 
changing the o rde r of summation and summing the r e s u l t i n g inner 
s e r i e s by q-binomial theorem, we g e t the r i g h t hand s ide of 
( 4 . 1 ) . 
PROOF OF 4 .2 
In (4.1) replacing x by xy and in the right hand side 
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of the resulting identity expanding (ty ;q )^/(t;q ) ^ by 
q-binomial theorem and equating the coefficients of t on 
both sides we get (4.2). 
PROOF OF 4.3 
Multiplying both sides of (4.3) by YJ^^M x,kl q)d5V(p ,x) 
where 0 <_ i _< n and integrating from 0 to «>, we get the 
desired value of C(n,m) on using (3.9), (3.11) and (3.17). 
Proof of (4.4)-(4.6) follow by routine methods hence 
the details are omitted. 
In a similar manner one can obtain the following 
properties of the polynomials Y\^ '(x,k|q): 
= V L m(a-p) y{^)(^ |^-,N 
(4.7) 
If x"^  = E D(n,m) vi^'^x.klq) then 
m=0. ^ 
D(n,m) = (-1)^ "^^  q-"^ «- k^^^^'^) [q""] 
r„-n+mT / k+km k^  
I- q J -i (q » q ). 
^ .K 7-TT^,——.-r. L^-3(^---) (4.8) 
i^ [q'"""]j (qSq^)j 
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where p = (l+a-k)/k. 
Once more we remark that (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) reduce, 
when k = 1, to corresponding properties for the q-Laguerre 
polynomials. 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION OF g^LAGUEREE POLYNOMIALS IN PHYSICS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the actual applications of the q-concept have 
occurred in the field of Pure Mathematics, particularly in 
number theory, combinational analysis. Modular equations and 
elliptic integrals. The main obstacle to their application in 
applied mathematics was the difficulty of actual numerical 
evaluation in all but the simplest cases. With the advent of 
electronic computers this difficulty has largely vanished. 
Now q-Hypergeometric functions enjoy its applications in 
Physics and other fields also. Notable among these are in 
(i) The free vibrations of a lump-loaded chain, 
(ii) The hard hexagon model in systems of rigid molecules, 
(iii) The number of subspaces in a vector space, 
(iv) Lie Theory of q-Differential equations, 
(v) The elliptic theta functions, 
(vi) The variable temperature in a wire carrying an electric 
current, 
(vii) The flow of heat in a sphere, 
(viii) An application to a statistical test of fit, 
(ix) The application of theta functions to the smoothing of 
Fourier series, 
(x) The operational treatment of a difference equation, 
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(x i ) The t r a n s i e n t response of an unterminated e l e c t r i c a l 
cable , 
( x i i ) A s t a t i s t i c a l appl ica t ion of q-Binomial coe f f i c i en t s , 
( x i i i ) The f luc tua t ion spectrum of a non- l inear c i r c u i t model, 
(xiv) An appl ica t ion to non- l inear resonance theory of p a r t i c l e s , 
(xv) q-Quantisation, 
(xvi) Basic circular functions and the cosmological redshift 
For a detailed discussion one is referred to a book of 
Exton [72 ]. 
We now give a detailed account of the application of 
q-Laguerre polynomials which occur in a discrete analogue of 
Bernoulli's problem of the free vibrations of a lump-loaded 
chain. 
2. APPLICATION OF q-LAGU£REE POLYNOMIALS 
Consider a weightless elastic cable carrying n point 
masses, where both the weights and the mutual distances of the 
successive masses decrease geometrically, and where the ratio 
is q, such that 0 < q < 1. See Hahn [ 83 ]. Let the discrete 
loads be P^ (i 1 i 1 n), and suppose that gravity is the only 
force acting. If k. is the distance between P. and P. 
^ 1 1+1 
and m^ the mass of P^, the force acting upon m. may be 
written 
(Ui^l - "i) S^/k. - (u. - u^_^)S._^/k._^ (2.1) 
where S^ is the tension on that portion of the cable joining 
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p. and P._Li, and where u. (t) = u. is the displacement of 
p. at time t. 
The equation of motion may then be expressed in the 
form 
d^ uAt) 
0 t 
(2.2) 
where 1 1 i 1 n and u = u^_^ = 0. Seeking normal modes, 
we write 
u^ = y^ Cos (t fu") (2.3) 
so that y. i s determined by the se t of l inea r equations 
Vv m^  y^ = - S^/kj^ (2.4) 
and 
> m.y. = ( y r Y i . p S i V ^ i - l - ( y i + l - y i ) S i A i . . . . (2.5) 
for 2 _< i ^ n. 
Now, let us suppose that 
m^ = q^ ~ m^ and k^  = q^ ^  k^ , 0 < q < 1, (2.6) 
and, for convenience 
n,^  = i and k^  = ^ (2.7) 
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The subs t i t u t ion 
•*• r = l 
•r _- r 
T_j^  = 0 and TQ = 1 (2.8) 
then gives the equation 
1 - i -1 1 - ^ 
Ti(^i) = iM - - - " -5133 r " 2 T : 2 ) "^i-i^^^^ 
k q k q 
- ,2 4 i -5 Ti.2^1^) (2.9) 
k q 
By comparing coefficients of like powers of p,, it will 
be seen that 
*ro'|^[r;q]ip 1-q 
(2.10) 
which is a basic analogue of the Laguerre polynomials. 
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